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TESTING AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN ONKALO – AIMS AND NEEDS
ABSTRACT
Posiva Oy is preparing to submit an application for the construction license for a
disposal facility at Olkiluoto by the end of 2012. An essential part of the repository
development is the construction of the underground research and characterisation
facility, ONKALO, which will later be a part of the disposal facility. The construction
of ONKALO was commenced in 2004 in order to obtain information on detailed
characteristics of the bedrock not possible to provide from the ground surface.
ONKALO enables to test and demonstrate the disposal system as designed in a real
environment.
The objective of this report is to outline the plans for testing and demonstrations for
more detailed elaboration of the operational activities and their schedule for the next ten
years or more. The main focus is the work to be done in ONKALO, but also other
laboratories and facilities above and below ground are considered. The reference design
considered here is KBS-3V, but many of the tests and demonstrations proposed are also
beneficial for the alternative design, KBS-3H as well.
The tests and demonstrations discussed in this report concern activities relating to
investigation, construction and operation of the disposal facility. The report shortly
describes the current status for the activities and after that preliminary plans for testing
and demonstrations are presented for each of them. Finally the location for the
performance of the activities and the preliminary time schedule for them are discussed.
Temporally the consideration of testing and demonstration activities will be divided in
this report into three main phases:
Phase 1, Activities needed prior to Posiva’s application for the construction licence by
the end of 2012. The tests and demonstrations will focus on the topics related to
characterisation of the host rock and construction of tunnels and deposition holes. The
main goal is to demonstrate the ability for locating and characterising (including
investigation, interpretation, modelling and classification) suitable sites for the disposal
tunnels and disposal holes and that the construction of these can be done as required and
specified.
Phase 2, activities to be carried out after the submittal of the application when preparing
for the repository construction and during the implementation of the repository in 20132018. The focus for this time period will be to demonstrate the performance of the
different technical components of the disposal system e.g. transport and emplacement of
canister, buffer, backfill and the closing structures and their mutual interaction during
the early evolution.
Phase 3, testing and demonstration activities to be carried out during the test run of the
repository and at the beginning of the routine operation of the disposal facility after
2018 to allow optimisation of the system after gathering some initial operational
experience. The measures to demonstrate the early functionality of the barrier system at
full scale will be planned when experiences from the Phase 2 demonstrations are
available.

ONKALO will be used only for the tests and demonstrations which really are connected
to the site-specific conditions and perform the preparative experiments and other more
generic tests outside, e.g. at Olkiluoto or elsewhere in Finland or at Äspö in Sweden.
The key requirements for the demonstration facility in ONKALO are that the
dimensions and orientation are the same as planned for the deposition tunnel and the
deposition hole and that the bedrock conditions correspond with the real disposal
environment. It is proposed that one or two tunnels with a length of approx. 50 m at the
level of -420 m are required for the full-scale tests and demonstrations at Phase 1 and
Phase 2. These requirements are taken into account when updating the layout design of
ONKALO and the disposal facility in 2009.
Keywords: nuclear waste, repository, ONKALO, demonstration, testing, site
investigation

TESTIT JA DEMONSTRAATIOT ONKALOSSA – TARPEET JA TAVOITTEET
TIIVISTELMÄ
Posiva Oy varautuu jättämään hakemuksen vuoden 2012 loppuun mennessä rakennusluvan saamiseksi Olkiluotoon suunnitellulle käytetyn polttoaineen loppusijoituslaitokselle. Maanalaisen tutkimustilan, ONKALOn, rakentaminen on ollut keskeinen
osa loppusijoituslaitoksen suunnittelu- ja kehitystyötä ja se muodostaa tulevaisuudessa
kulkuyhteyden loppusijoitustiloihin kuilujen ja ajotunnelin kautta. ONKALOn rakentaminen alkoi vuonna 2004 yhtenä päämääränään hankkia kallioperäolosuhteista sellaista
yksityiskohtaista tietoa, jota ei ollut mahdollista saada maanpinnalta tehtävillä
tutkimuksilla. ONKALO mahdollistaa myös loppusijoitukseen liittyvien tekniikoiden ja
menetelmien testauksen ja demonstroinnin loppusijoitusta vastaavassa kallioympäristössä.
Tämän raportin tarkoituksena on esittää alustava suunnitelma ja aikataulu testaus- ja
demonstraatio-ohjelmien yksityiskohtaisempaa suunnittelua varten. Tavoitteena on ollut
tunnistaa tarpeita liittyen sekä ONKALOssa että myös muualla laboratorioissa, sekä
maanpinnalla että maan alla (mm. Äspössä), tehtäviin tutkimuksiin. ONKALOn rooli
on kuitenkin keskeinen, sillä tavoitteena on myös välittää testi- ja demonstraatiotarpeiden mukanaan tuomat tila- ym. vaatimukset ONKALOn loppuosan suunnittelua ja
rakentamista varten. Suunnitelmat perustuvat KBS-3V –loppusijoituskonseptiin, mutta
monia ehdotettuja kokeita ja niistä saatavia tuloksia voidaan hyödyntää myös
vaihtoehtoisen konseptin KBS-3H kehitystyössä.
Tässä raportissa esitettävät testit ja demonstraatiot liittyvät ensisijaisesti maanalaisen
loppusijoitustilan tutkimukseen, rakentamiseen ja käyttöön. Raportissa kuvataan lyhyesti tämänhetkinen tietämys näiltä eri alueilta sekä esitetään alustavat suunnitelmat
niiden testaamiseen ja demonstrointiin. Lopuksi esitetään ehdotus niiden mahdollisista
suorituspaikoista sekä alustava aikataulu.
Ajallisesti ehdotetut testit ja demonstraatiot on jaettu kolmeen vaiheeseen seuraavasti:
Vaiheessa 1 testit ja demonstraatiot tulee tehdä siten, että ne voidaan raportoida osana
vuonna 2012 jätettävän rakennuslupahakemuksen liiteaineistoa. Tällaisia ovat ennen
muuta kallioperän karakterisointiin ja loppusijoitustunnelin rakentamiseen ja loppusijoitusreikien poraamiseen liittyvät testit. Päätavoitteena on osoittaa valmius paikallistaa ja karakterisoida - sisältäen tutkimuksen, tulkinnan, mallinnuksen ja luokittelunvaatimukset täyttävä paikka sekä loppusijoitustunnelille että loppusijoitusrei’ille.
Vaihe 2 käsittää ajanjakson 2013-2018, jolloin lupahakemusta käsitellään ja varaudutaan rakentamiseen sekä rakennetaan varsinaiset loppusijoitustilat. Painopiste on
demonstroida loppusijoitukseen liittyvien teknisten komponenttien käsittelyä ja toimintakykyä, kuten kapselin ja puskuri- ja täyteaineen kuljetusta ja asennusta sekä sulkemisrakenteiden rakentamista ja näiden eri komponenttien keskinäistä vuorovaikutusta.
Vaihe 3 käsittää vuoden 2018 jälkeisen ajan, jolloin koekäytön ja varsinaisen loppusijoitustoiminnan käynnistyttyä on mahdollista kehittää ja optimoida käytettäviä
seurantamenetelmiä saatujen käyttökokemusten ja vaiheen 2 demonstraatiotulosten
perusteella.

ONKALOssa on tarkoitus tehdä kokeita ja demonstraatioita, joihin paikalliset
olosuhteet vaikuttavat ja tehdä muut valmistavat tai yleisluonteiset tutkimukset muualla,
kuten Olkiluodossa tai muualla Suomessa tai Äspössä Ruotsissa. ONKALOon rakennettavalta demonstraatiotilalta vaaditaan, että se vastaa suuntaukseltaan ja mitoiltaan
suunniteltua loppusijoitustunnelia todellisuutta vastaavassa syvyydessä ja kivilajiympäristössä. Vaiheissa 1 ja 2 esitetyt täyden mittakaavan testit ja demonstraatiot
edellyttävät yhtä tai kahta, noin 50 metriä pitkää tunnelia suunnitellulla loppusijoitustasolla -420 m. Nämä vaatimukset ovat omalta osaltaan lähtötietona ONKALOn
ja loppusijoitustilojen layout-suunnitelmien päivitykselle vuonna 2009.
Avainsanat: ydinjätteiden loppusijoitus, loppusijoitustila, ONKALO, demonstrointi,
testaus, paikkatutkimus

PREFACE
This report has been produced by a task group named as Demo Programme Group
established by Posiva in summer 2008. The members of the group have represented
different activities in Posiva’s programme for the repository development. The content
of the report was outlined and discussed at several meetings and the draft versions
commented within the group. The main chapters of the report and their responsible
authors are: Chapter 1: Pekka Anttila, Chapter 2: all authors, Chapter 3: Pirjo Hellä,
Chapter 4: Tapani Lyytinen and Seppo Mellanen, Chapter 5: Tiina Jalonen and Petteri
Vuorio, Chapter 6: Keijo Haapala, Chapters 7 and 8: Johanna Hansen, Chapter 9: Jere
Lahdenperä, Chapter 10-12: Pekka Anttila. Timo Äikäs, as the initiator of the
assignment, has given valuable contribution to the report, especially to Chapters 1 and
11. Marko Arenius has edited the report and also contributed to Chapter 11.
In addition to the authors presented above Pauliina Aalto and Paula Kosunen (Posiva)
have provided important input to Chapter 3. Valuable comments have been provided by
Aimo Hautojärvi, Erkki Palonen and Jukka-Pekka Salo as members of the Demo Group
and Juhani Vira (all from Posiva), Johan Andersson (JA Streamflow AB) and Barbara
Pastina and Erik Johansson (both from Saanio & Riekkola Oy).
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Posiva Oy, jointly owned by Teollisuuden Voima Oyj and Fortum Power and Heat Oy,
is responsible for implementing the programme for geological disposal of spent nuclear
fuel. The programme consists of research, technical design and development activities,
as well as, construction and operation of the disposal facility. The Finnish Government
made the Decision in Principle (DiP) in 2000 for disposal the spent fuel from TVO's
and Fortum's reactors at the island of Olkiluoto in Eurajoki. The repository planned in
Posiva's application for DiP was a KBS-3 type and is designed at a depth of between
400 m and 700 m in the bedrock of Olkiluoto.
According to the decision by the Ministry of Trade and Industry (at present Ministry of
Employment and Economy, TEM) in 2003, Posiva shall submit an application for the
construction licence for a disposal facility by the end of 2012. The plans and activities
to attain this goal are described in Posiva’s three-year programmes TKS-2003 and TKS2006 for Research, Development and Technical Design for 2004-2006 and 2007-2009,
respectively (Posiva 2003a, 2006). An essential part of the plans is the construction of
the underground research and characterisation facility, ONKALO, to make possible to
obtain information on detailed characteristics of the bedrock not possible to characterise
from the ground surface.
The findings from ONKALO, associated with the conclusions from the surface-based
investigations, will be needed together with the conclusions of the safety case as an
important basis of the licence application, to construct a deep repository for spent
nuclear fuel at Olkiluoto. In addition to this overall need of ONKALO there are a
number of other goals. Some of these are geoscientific, some again are related to testing
and demonstration for assessing functionality of the designs gaining experiences for
further development, training and competence development and general R&D.
For the geoscientific goals, the Underground Characterisation and Research Programme
(UCRP) (Posiva 2003b) lists the following objectives that ONKALO should fulfil:
-

to revise the description of the Olkiluoto bedrock and place it on a scientifically
firm foundation so that it can serve the needs of site evaluation, the Safety Case
and technical design for the construction licence application,

-

to show how bedrock can be characterised and classified for the purpose of
identifying suitable volumes of rock for disposal tunnels and deposition holes,

-

to identify volumes of rock that would be suitable for repository tunnels and
describe these volumes in detail, and

-

to explore the response of the rock to the repository construction by monitoring
and modelling the various effects in the vicinity of the ONKALO excavation.

These objectives have been considered in drafting the TKS-programmes and annual
activity plans. The work has progressed and as a result reports and models have been
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presented. The accumulating information has also been used in the detailed design for
ONKALO construction and for layout planning of the deep repository.
In regard the Olkiluoto site description two revisions have been prepared by the
Olkiluoto Modelling Task Force (OMTF) and published in the Site Reports series
(Posiva 2005, Andersson et al. 2007). The third update will be published in spring 2009
(Posiva 2009a). The site reports will provide input data for the Models and Data Report
described in the Safety Case Plan (Posiva 2008a). Characterisation and classification of
bedrock as well as identification of suitable rock volumes are being performed and
developed in ONKALO by setting up a Rock Suitability Criteria (RSC) Programme as
outlined in the TKS-2006 (Posiva 2006). Monitoring of the ONKALO responses are
being conducted within the OMO Programme (Posiva 2003c).
Generic testing and demonstration of disposal technologies to gain experiences on
manufacturing, installation and quality management do not necessarily need to be
carried out at Olkiluoto or in ONKALO. Posiva has, for instance, a bilateral agreement
with SKB (Swedish Nuclear Fuel Management Co.) to participate the Äspö Hard Rock
Laboratory for such activities. Posiva has since the 1990s participated in numerous joint
projects at Äspö with SKB and other international organisations. In addition, Posiva has
launched in Finland many programmes of its own for similar purposes. The BENTO
Programme, for example, aims at developing expertise in the area of bentonite buffer.
The OBA Programme aims at developing the Olkiluoto-specific backfill design. Many
of the tests needed for development and assessment of technical design can be carried
out in laboratories or workshops above ground. In such cases in which the conditions
for testing and demonstration are primarily focused to or dependent on the site-specific
properties of Olkiluoto, (e.g. groundwater salinity, flow distribution and rock mechanics
conditions), ONKALO will play a role in hosting these activities.
The construction of ONKALO is itself a large-scale test and experiment, and has
already provided Posiva with a lot of experience in research, design, construction and
operation of deep underground facilities and will continue to do so in future. It will also
contribute to the development of techniques and know-how to be applied during the
repository development and allow experiments to be carried out for testing the
functionality of the engineered barrier system (EBS) specific to the Olkiluoto site
conditions. The cooperation with SKB has added to the understanding of the aspects
important for testing and demonstration for KBS-3 system during the recent years. The
safety case work carried out both for KSB-3V (SR-CAN) and KBS-3H has brought
forward some critical issues which require attention in planning the future R&D
programme. The issues related to acceptance criteria of the bedrock and inflow criteria
related to constructability are important issues to explore.

1.2

Objectives and scope

The ultimate goal of an underground research and characterisation facility is to allow
testing and demonstration of the disposal system as designed. Such activities have been
carried out in several underground laboratories in various countries, so far. These
activities have contributed in the development of disposal systems in general and built
confidence in geological disposal (NEA 2001).
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The objective of this report is to discuss the needs and aims for underground testing and
demonstrations and outline the plans for ONKALO for the next ten years or so. In
addition to ONKALO other facilities above ground, or underground like at Äspö, are
considered as well, and one objective really is to give impetus for discussion between
Posiva and SKB for cooperation and division of the work. Furthermore the aim of this
report is to provide information for the design of ONKALO and its implementation. The
preliminary plans presented in this report will be later elaborated to more detailed plans
and programmes.
The licencing is necessary for Posiva to proceed in its task of implementing geological
disposal. ONKALO is in this sense a vehicle for Posiva to assess the suitability of the
host rock for its intended purpose. It is quite obvious that for the construction license
purposes the rock quality and its properties should be studied at repository depth, but
also the methods for constructing the disposal volumes and asses their quality should be
tested and demonstrated.
It is also important to identify the activities needed for the operational licence
application, and especially, be able to launch the preparation of these early enough to
maintain the overall time schedule keeping in mind the start for disposal activities in
2020. In this report an attempt is made for such identification to provide for further
planning and resource development. It seems important, for example, to be able to
conduct tests in full scale to acquire experiences for developing the operation practices
of the disposal facility. All repositories, due to the differences in geological
environment, will be unique in their nature and because of the lack of operational
experience in this area, there will be limited possibilities for benchmarking within the
area. Therefore there is a need to work out specifications for procurement and practical
installation, as well as, for quality control through testing and demonstration activities at
real conditions. This applies not only to EBS components and repository construction
but also to equipment needed for installation of the system components. A special
element is the methodology needed for monitoring the geological environment and the
disposal system as installed. This may have to be in place before regular operation will
be commissioned and may call for so called "Dummy repository".
ONKALO provides, as mentioned earlier, an opportunity to test and demonstrate the
various aspects of functionality of the KBS-3 system, especially those related to sitespecific properties. It also provides a platform to develop quality assurance procedures
for construction, handling and installation of the disposal system components.
Basically, ONKALO provides an opportunity to test and demonstrate the feasibility of
entire chain of activities related to the disposal procedure, i.e. characterisation and
modelling of the site, design and construction of the disposal facility (disposal tunnel,
disposal hole), emplacement of the canister and the engineered barriers and closure of
the repository. The outcome of the results in the test and demonstration facilities will
then provide feedback to the design and operation of the repository. This is, in fact, the
ultimate goal of the tests and demonstrations to be carried out in ONKALO.
Temporally the consideration of testing and demonstration activities will be divided in
this report into three main phases:
-

Phase 1, Activities, which are needed prior to Posiva’s application for the
construction licence by the end of 2012,
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-

Phase 2, those to be carried out after the submittal of the application when
preparing for the repository construction and operation during 2013-2018, and

-

Phase 3, testing and demonstration to be carried out after 2018 during the trial
and routine operation of the repository to allow optimisation of the system after
gathering some initial operational experience.

It is virtually impossible to draft a plan for testing and demonstration of the disposal
system without interaction between investigation, practical testing and demonstration.
In the following chapters terms investigation, testing and demonstration are widely
used. For the purpose of this report these terms can be defined as follows:
Investigation: Investigations are being conducted underground in order to characterise
the structural, mechanical, geological, hydrogeological and (hydro)geochemical
properties of the bedrock at the disposal site. The results are used to confirm the
properties of the disposal site and to describe the potential bedrock volumes for
planning and implementing of the disposal facilities. The investigations are performed
in a natural environment, and can be considered as in situ investigations or tests, and
can be related to the characterisation activities or for studying, for instance, the
performance of the bentonite buffer in a borehole.
Testing: Testing aims to assess the performance of the characterisation methodology
and the short-term behaviour of the planned materials and solutions as well as the
feasibility of the construction methods planned to be applied. Modelling is an essential
part of testing by using the same methods, which are intended to be used for proving the
performance of the disposal system or any component of it. The testing results will be
used to show the feasibility of the technical solutions planned and to acquire
specifications needed.
Demonstration: Demonstration means comprehensive testing of assembled technical
components and related construction and installation methods for the disposal system as
designed. The testing shall be performed in a full scale in representative conditions. The
demonstration aims at resolving the operational uncertainties related to the
implementation of the repository as designed and assessing the remaining uncertainties
Based on the test results, solutions will be further developed to reach the desired result
or even more forward in the implementation, e.g. to industrial manufacturing if the
findings are favourable. It is important to emphasise that the purpose of these activities
is not to demonstrate the long-term performance of the repository. They will, however,
provide a valuable insight concerning the evolution of the system during the operational
phase and the remaining uncertainties that could affect the long-term evolution of the
system.
After this introductory section, Chapter 2 gives an overview of the current status of the
activities essential for the design, construction and operation of the repository, and
relevant for the topic of this report. The current status of the KBS-3H design alternative
will also be shortly described, although plans for this alternative are outside the scope.
However, many of the uncertainties related to KBS-3H are common with KBS-3V and
hence the tests to be presented are beneficial for both of the design alternatives. The
plans for testing and demonstration of the different activities are given in Chapters 3 to
9. In Chapter 10 the location of the testing and demonstration facility in ONKALO is
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discussed. Chapter 11 outlines the time schedule for the testing and demonstrations.
Concluding remarks are presented in Chapter 12.

10
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2

CURRENT STATUS FOR CONSTRUCTION- AND DISPOSALRELATED ACTIVITIES

2.1

General

ONKALO will be used to obtain experience and further information to plan the
repository in detail and to assess the long-term safety of final disposal and the feasibility
of construction of engineering solutions. During the excavation work investigations
have been carried out both in the tunnels and shafts and on the ground surface. The
construction methods, e.g. drilling and blasting along with grouting, have been
developed to meet the strict requirements for the disturbances on the surrounding
bedrock, especially from the long-term safety point of view.
Research related to the EBS has largely taken place through international joint projects
or as co-operation between Posiva and SKB. Posiva has also launched its own research
projects related to, e.g. the buffer and backfill issues. The current research on the EBS
will also assist the planning of the Olkiluoto-specific testing and demonstration in
ONKALO.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the current status of the activities which are of
importance for the objectives of this report and creates the foundation for the plans
presented in the subsequent chapters. The disciplines to be considered here are:
overview of the ONKALO activities, characterisation and modelling of bedrock, rock
construction, disposal technique, closure and sealing of repository, monitoring and the
KBS-3H Programme.

2.2

Overview of ONKALO

2.2.1

Design

The design work for ONKALO has proceeded stepwise from the outline planning stages
in 2001-2002 to the main drawing stage. In 2003 the ONKALO facility was described
first for the application of the construction licence from the local authority, and after
that the designs have been developed for the needs of the realisation of ONKALO
which started in 2004. The development of the ONKALO design from 2003 to the
updated main drawings in 2007 has been presented in the summary report (Posiva
2008b). For guiding the design work a set of requirements has been worked up. Based
on these requirements (Posiva 2008b) ONKALO
-

shall enable the underground rock characterisation required by regulations

-

shall be designed, constructed and operated in a way that allows its use as a part
of the repository

-

shall not change the site conditions in a way that would make the site unsuitable
for the repository

-

shall preserve flexibility for the repository design and planning of the repository
operations
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-

design and operations shall be based on proven, currently available technology

-

shall be implemented in a cost-efficient way and the costs shall be optimised
taking into account the repository life-time

-

shall not deteriorate the image of nuclear industry vis-à-vis the public,
politicians and authorities

-

design and implementation shall confirm with applicable laws and regulations

-

shall enable testing and development of technologies needed in the repository
implementation.

Concerning the testing and demonstrations in ONKALO more detailed requirements,
derived from those main ones above, exist on the design and implementation of the test
galleries. The most relevant are the following:
-

the galleries shall represent the disposal depth and the quality of the host rock

-

the galleries shall be applicable for licensing for the use of the disposal facility,
i.e. the design and implementation need to confirm with the regulatory
guidelines (YVL Guides), and must not restrict their future use by any way

-

the tunnels for rock characterisation need to be function as parts of the central
tunnels

-

all the spaces implemented for licensing shall be applicable for the needs of the
repository.

Figure 2-1 shows the ONKALO layout as a 3D-visualisation comprising of an inclined
ramp (access tunnel) down to about -440 m, three vertical shafts and appropriate
technical rooms and tunnels with a total volume of about 330 000 m3. The technical
rooms include reservation for testing and demonstration tunnels, the location of which
is only indicative and will be redesigned based on the testing and demonstration needs
presented in this report, and will be discussed more in Chapter 10.
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Figure 2-1. The layout of ONKALO (June 2008).

2.2.2

Construction

The excavation of ONKALO started in 2004. The current plan for the access tunnel to
reach the main characterisation and the disposal level of -420 m is set to beginning of
2010. All the excavation work is planned to be finalised in 2011, after which the
construction and installation of the permanent structures and systems, e.g. concrete
pavements, heating, plumbing, ventilation, electrical installations, shaft structures, hoist
system etc. will be implemented. The estimate for this time point is 2013-2014.
The tunnel excavation has been made in steps (blasting rounds) of about five meters by
using the drill and blast technique, see Figure 2-2. The shafts are made by raise boring
to the final diameter. Prior to tunnel excavation or shaft boring the rock quality is
confirmed by probe holes or pilot boreholes, especially in terms of hydraulic
conductivity, and the rock mass to be excavated is pre-grouted when needed. The
tunnels and shafts are reinforced with rock bolts and shotcrete and in places by steel
mesh. The extent of the final rock reinforcement is defined on engineering geological
grounds after the systematic tunnel mapping is performed. The construction methods
used in ONKALO are discussed more in Chapter 2.4.
As of December 2008 the ONKALO access tunnel progressed about 3300 m in tunnel
length corresponding to level about – 310 m. The shafts were raise bored down to level
-290 m. The excavation work as a whole has met the specified quality requirements.
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Figure 2-2. Boring of charging holes in the ONKALO access tunnel.

2.3

Characterisation and modelling of bedrock

2.3.1

Site characterisation

Olkiluoto site characterisation activities have been ongoing for over 20 years by means
of ground- and air-based methods and from shallow and deep (300 – 1000 m) boreholes
and since 2004 by various characterisation efforts during the ONKALO construction.
There is an increasing level of confidence in the Olkiluoto site description.
Complementary site investigations will proceed both from the surface and from
ONKALO to extend the well-characterised area at the site. The monitoring programme
at Olkiluoto has been established to monitor and trace the effects of construction on the
Olkiluoto site following the impact on rock mechanics, hydrogeology, hydrogeochemistry, environment and foreign materials (see Chapter 2.7). Surface basedinvestigations, including the drilling of additional deep boreholes and the excavation of
further investigation trenches, are also continuing, especially in the eastern part of the
island. Integrated site descriptions, considering all these data, are produced by an
approximately biannual rate.
The further investigations to be carried out in ONKALO aim at further characterisation
of the bedrock properties and groundwater characteristics and to help support decisions
for selecting the most suitable locations for the first deposition tunnels and disposal
holes for spent fuel canisters (Posiva 2003b). Characterisation of the rock mass is
already taking place using pilot holes drilled along parts of the tunnel axis, prior to its
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excavation, by tunnel mapping and by monitoring the impact of construction and in
special investigation niches. The data available are summarised and assessed in the site
description reports, see Section 2.3.2. The studies in ONKALO are carried out as
outlined in the UCRP Programme (Posiva 2003b) and the TKS-2006 Programme
(Posiva 2006).
A programme for the continued characterisation in ONKALO, with focus on the first
potential repository volumes is being developed in parallel to this demonstration
programme (ReRoC-programme, Posiva 2009b).
2.3.2

Site descriptive model

The activities related to ONKALO, as well as, other characterisation activities at
Olkiluoto, produce a substantial amount of data. These data need to be incorporated into
models of the site to be used as input, both for the further construction of ONKALO and
for use in subsequent safety analyses and licence applications.
Several site syntheses have been compiled for the Olkiluoto site. The information
available before ONKALO construction is summarised in Anttila et al. (1999) and the
Baseline report (Posiva 2003d). As the construction of ONKALO started, the Olkiluoto
Modelling Task Force (OMTF) was established for planning and integrating the results
of the investigations and for undertaking the modelling work of the various disciplines
and to develop site descriptive models of the Olkiluoto site, as well as predicting and
evaluating the disturbance created by the construction of the ONKALO ramp and the
characterisation tunnels. The main product of the modelling is the site descriptive model
(SDM), which describes the geometry, properties of the bedrock and the water, and the
interacting processes and mechanisms that are relevant for understanding the evolution
of the site to the present day and the potential for future radionuclide migration. The
SDM is divided into the following disciplines: surface system, geology, rock
mechanics, hydrogeology, hydrogeochemistry and transport properties. The resulting
(geo)syntheses are reported in a series of Site Reports (Posiva 2005 and Andersson et al.
2007) and a revision (Posiva 2009a) is being published in spring 2009.
Based on the presented site syntheses described above, the present site understanding
can be summarised as follows: The bedrock at Olkiluoto belongs to the Fennoscandian
domain of Southern Finland and it comprises a range of high-grade metamorphic rocks
and igneous rocks. The metamorphic rocks include various migmatitic gneisses and
homogeneous, banded or only weakly migmatised gneisses. This results in relatively
low and varying thermal conductivity, compared to typical values of the Fennoscandian
shield. The uniaxial compressive strength is also varying in most of the rock types and it
shows a quite large spread. Rock stresses are comparable to typical values of the
Fennoscandian shield but the orientation of the major stress field at planned repository
level is somewhat uncertain. Stress/strength –ratio of the rock is such that limited rock
damages may occur around the excavated rooms at the planned repository depth. The
bedrock has been affected by ductile deformation, which is reflected by significant
foliation. This results in anisotropy of thermal and rock mechanics properties.
The fault zones at Olkiluoto are mainly SE-dipping thrust faults. In addition, NE-SW
striking strike-slip faults are also common. Away from the near surface part of the rock,
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hydraulically connected transmissive fractures, especially those with transmissivity
values higher than 10-8 m2/s are concentrated mainly in three regions of the SE dipping
faults. These regions are modelled as hydrogeological zones (HZ). Connected fractures
with lower transmissivity occur outside these zones, but they also tend to form clusters.
Meteoric water is found only at shallow depths, in the uppermost tens of metres,
brackish groundwater, with salinity up to 10 g/l dominates at depths between 30 m and
about 400 m. Saline groundwaters (salinity > 10 g/l) dominate at still greater depths.
The hydrogeochemical conditions in the bedrock and their distribution are the result of
progressive mixing and reactions between various initial water types, which represent
some of the major events at the site during its geological history. Sulphide is enriched in
the depth interface, where major SO4 disappears and CH4 correspondingly starts to
increase notably. Redox conditions at Olkiluoto have been considered to be anoxic
except in shallow infiltrating groundwater in few cases. This interpretation is also
supported by the observations of scarce iron oxyhydroxides from fracture surfaces
beneath the uppermost ten metres. Pyrite and other iron sulphides are instead common
in fractures throughout the investigated depth zone indicating strong lithological buffer
against oxic waters during geological time scales. In this zone, SO4-rich groundwater is
mixed with dissolved methane to result, in places (250 – 350 m), in exceptionally high
levels of dissolved sulphide as a microbially mediated reaction product.
Prediction/Outcome studies are part of the site description. These studies aim to assess
how the increased knowledge and experience gained from the construction of the
ONKALO has enhanced the level of site understanding and the predictive capability of
the modelling teams, as well as providing input and testing of the developing Rock
Suitability Criteria (RSC, see Section 2.3.3). Predictions of geological properties, rock
stability and both hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical impacts of ONKALO
construction are made. The latest site description (Posiva 2009a) concludes that there is
a good to fair agreement with predictions based on both the pilot holes and the previous
site model (v. 2006, Andersson et al. 2007) and outcome for lithology, ductile
deformation and intersections with brittle deformation zones. The observed differences
between the predictions and the outcome are mainly due to resolution of the models and
observed data, e.g. different resolution of lithologcal description in pilot holes and in
tunnels, small scale variation of foliation not captured in the models, smaller scale
deformation zones observed in the tunnel are not included in the site scale models and
most notably, a difference in fracture frequency mapped from the pilot hole compared
to tunnel. The observed rock damages occur mainly on tunnel sections predicted to have
higher probability of the rock spalling.
Tunnel inflow, drawdown of the groundwater table and changes in groundwater
composition (salinity) have also been predicted. The tunnel inflow is controlled by
grouting and is clearly below 1 l/min/100 m (Vaittinen et al. 2008). Deeper in the rock
grouting is hardly needed outside hydraulic zones due to low frequency of transmissive
fractures and reduced permeability of the rock close to tunnel wall (positive skin). On
the tunnel interval from 1200 m to 3000 m the estimated total inflow based on the pilot
hole, probe hole and grouting hole data and without effect of grouting is about 2 l/min.
The tunnel inflow is typically estimated to be higher based on the observations from the
surface based holes than from the tunnel holes or actually observed. The drawdown is
minimal close to surface, but the construction of ONKALO has affected the hydraulic
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head of some deeply located packed off sections in some drillholes especially close to
ONKALO. These sections are connected to ONKALO through major hydraulic zones.
There is a good match of predictions and observations of inflow and drawdown.
Upconing of deep saline groundwater is predicted (from 21 g/l up to 30 g/l at 500 m
level), but there is not yet data available to judge the validity of these predictions.
The site description also includes an assessment of uncertainty and confidence in the
description and addresses development in relation to the main issues identified in the
previous version, with focus on those issues judged to be most important for the safety
case.
The general properties of the site, like rock mechanics and thermal properties, variation
of the groundwater salinity, the deformation zones and major hydrogeological zones
provided by the Site Descriptive Model will be considered when locating the repository
(see also discussion in Chapter 2.3.3 below). A more detailed scale description of the
rock volume surrounding ONKALO has also been produced (Kemppainen et al. 2007).
This ONKALO model describes e.g. the observed location of the deformation zones in
the tunnel and tunnel cross cutting features. This type of model provides a good starting
point for development of the presentation and modelling of data for the classification
purposes.
2.3.3

Development of rock suitability criteria (HRC/RSC)

A rock suitability classification procedure is going to be applied to assess the suitability
of bedrock volumes under exploration for hosting deposition tunnels and deposition
holes. The estimation of the suitability will be made in a stepwise manner considering
models and information of the host rock properties at different scales. At first, suitable
volumes of host rock for hosting a panel with several deposition tunnels are defined.
For this purpose, the main interest lies in identifying and avoiding deformation zones
and larger volumes of host rock that have less favourable properties in terms of rock
stresses and strength, thermal properties, hydraulic conductivity or groundwater
composition. The estimation of the host rock suitability for a certain deposition tunnel
and a deposition hole will be refined with increasing and more detailed information
gained from the pilot holes and excavated rooms during the construction. The
deposition holes are located in a way that e.g. long fractures and fractures owing high
hydraulic transmissivity are avoided.
Rock suitability criteria (RSC) are currently under development. The criteria are a result
of further development of the Host Rock Classification (HRC) system (Hagros 2006).
The HRC has been evaluated against the performance targets defined and have also
been tested using ONKALO data (Lampinen 2008). An example of the classification
results according to HRC-system is shown in Figure 2-3 (Lampinen 2008). The ongoing
RSC studies aim at establishing a closer linkage between the criteria used to assess the
suitability of a certain bedrock volume and the safety functions set for the host rock and
the performance targets defined for the host rock. The performance targets comprise
such properties of host rock that indicate its ability to provide for the safety functions
assigned to it; i.e. to protect the engineered barriers from potentially detrimental
processes and changes of conditions, to provide favourable conditions for the
engineered barrier system and to limit and retard inflow and release of harmful
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substances to and from the repository. The criteria also account for the requirements set
by the design and engineering.
Site characterisation and modelling provide the tools and models to be used in the
classification procedure. The characterisation techniques and modelling approaches that
are used are to a great extent similar as the currently applied ones. Further development
needs of characterisation and modelling, to meet the needs of the classification
procedure, are considered as part of the RSC-programme and the testing and
demonstration activities according to current ideas are discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 2-3. Example of applying tunnel scale classification according to HRC
(Lampinen 2008) on pilot hole (ONK-PH4) data and corresponding tunnel section
(around depth of 90 m below ground surface). Data shown from left includes, fracture
zone intersections in pilot hole, brittle deformation zone intersection in the pilot hole,
tunnel length (m), brittle deformation zone intersections in the tunnel, Q’ in the pilot
hole, Q’ in the tunnel, hydraulic conductivity in the pilot hole, classification based on
pilot hole data (based on fracture zone intersections), classification based on pilot hole
data (based on brittle deformation zone intersections) and classification based on
tunnel observations.

2.4

Rock construction

2.4.1

General

The main rock construction activities needed for the repository implementation are
excavation of tunnels and shafts and boring of deposition holes. Significant experience
has already been gained from construction of the access tunnel and the shafts of
ONKALO, which will form access routes to the repository in future. Boring of the
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deposition holes has not tested yet at the ONKALO, but useful experiences from
previous tests at the VLJ Repository of Olkiluoto and at the Äspö HRL are available.
The excavation of ONKALO commenced in 2004 and is scheduled to be completed in
2011. Three tunnel contracts (TC1-TC3) have been completed this far and the fourth
one (TC4) is in progress. Posiva is the main executor of the ONKALO project and has
contracted separate contractors for rock excavation.
Drill and blast method has been applied in the access tunnel and cross cuts. Full-face
raise boring method has been used in the shafts, which have been bored in sequences of
about 100 m. The typical cross section in the access tunnel is 34 m2 and inclination 1:10
in average, see Figure 2-1. The diameters of the shafts are 3.5 and 4.5 meters.
2.4.2

Design Requirements of ONKALO

The fundamental requirement for the design and construction of ONKALO has been to
maintain the original site conditions, as much as possible, to allow ONKALO to be an
integral part of the final repository in future. The requirements, already summarised in
Chapter 2.2.1, are discussed in more detail in the report (Posiva 2008b) in association
with the different design stages until now for ONKALO.
Engineering Design as an essential part of the overall design task is responsible for the
technical documents for construction, such as Technical Specifications, Quality Control
Plans (when needed) and drawings. These documents are supplemented with work
instructions, e.g. grouting works. The contractor has issued the Method Statements and
task descriptions how the work is carried out in order to meet the requirements. The QC
measures including documentation are described in the statements as well.
2.4.3

Drilling and blasting

The most critical issue related to drilling and blasting work in ONKALO is to control
the excavation damage zone (EDZ). Blast design is constrained by requirements related
to EDZ. In the three earlier contracts EDZ was assessed in terms of geometrical
thickness only, which is a common way of thinking of EDZ in conventional tunnelling.
From the point of view of long-term safety, the thickness of the EDZ is not the only
interesting factor. The continuity and hydraulic properties of the EDZ zone are actually
more important for the long-term safety, but they may be difficult to determine in a
reliable way for the tunnel or shafts as a whole. To enhance understanding of the
characteristics of the EDZ, mechanisms involved with its creation and its behaviour as
groundwater flow path, Posiva has conducted an EDZ Programme in 2007 (Hellä et al.
2008). Based on the conclusions made during the programme, the EDZ issue was
reconsidered, and the Technical Specification for TC4 was developed. On special areas
in the tunnel, as specified in the excavation drawings, the theoretical fragmented zone in
the walls, roof and floor has been specified according to code InfraRYL 2006:17610:T1
category 1 (The National Building Code – InfraRYL 2006). Only cartridges and
emulsion explosives are allowed for blasting. In the contour holes explosives in
cartridges shall be used only. The contractor has issued the Method Statement for
drilling and charging based on the requirements in the Contract Documents.
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Although it seems that the thickness of EDZ is within the specified limits, there is still
work to be done in terms of EDZ. The characterisation methods have to be developed
and the excavation process has to be enhanced. It has been decided to continue the EDZ
studies with a new R&D project, called "EDZ 09 Project", which will be run during
2009.
2.4.4

Rock sealing

The control of groundwater ingress has been specified as one of the four most critical
factors for the long-term safety. The aim is to limit the ingress of water to such a low
level that the disturbances can be assessed. Pre-grouting with micro cement has been the
main method to achieve the sealing effect.
To enhance grouting management a R&D programme (R20 programme) was
established in 2006. The Programme had an objective to prepare an implementable
grouting process to fulfil the requirements resulted in the long-term safety
considerations (Arenius et al. 2008). Based on safety assessment on the R20 Programme
the Technical Specification for TC4 requires cement with low pH for grouting mixes.
Furthermore, use of accelerator in the grout recipe was specified in order to reduce the
setting time of the grout, as slow setting has been experienced from time to time. The
contractor has issued a Method Statement for grouting to assure compliance with the
contractual quality requirements.
The total inflow in ONKALO (including tunnels and shafts) is currently appr. 21 l/min
(= appr. 0.7 l/min/100 tunnel m) for chainages 0 ... 3,030 m. That is much below the
maximum limit (< 140 l/min, about 1.5 l /min/100 m) allowed for ONKALO from the
long-term safety point of view.
2.4.5

Scaling and rock support

Scaling is carried out after mucking out operation. Purpose of scaling is to remove loose
rock left after mucking operation on tunnel surfaces (roof, walls and face).
The National Building Code - InfraRYL 2006; Table 17610:T3 “Scaling Categories”
shall apply.
The current design for permanent rock support includes the application of rock bolts,
shotcrete (plain and/or reinforced), which can be also combined in the same support
structure. Use of wire mesh has been introduced as an alternative for shotcrete within
the areas, where the exposed rock surface is desired for monitoring or other
investigation purposes.
The bolt material is stainless steel rebar, diameter 25 mm and length 3,000 mm. If the
span length of tunnel is increasing, the thicker shotcrete (90 mm) is installed. The
bolting pattern of 1,700 x 1,700 mm for the roof and 2,000 x 2,000 mm for the wall will
apply. The primary support is applied as immediate measure to assure stability of rock
for the working safety. The Contractor is solely responsible for support decisions and
selection of materials and work methods to maintain safe working conditions.
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2.4.6

Shaft excavation

Approximately 470 meters of shafts in total have been excavated until now. The
Exhaust Air Shaft has been reamed to the level -270 and the Personnel Shaft to the level
-180. The diameter of the exhaust shaft is 3.5 meters and the Personnel Shaft has the
diameter of 4.5 meters, see Figure 2-1. First the 15 inch pilot hole is driven down, after
that the reaming head is assembled and the shaft is reamed to final diameter from down
to up.
The shafts have been pre-grouted prior to raise boring. Grouting and control holes have
been drilled by a core drilling machine. Cement based grout has been used like in the
access tunnel. Grouting holes are located inside the shaft profile. The requirement for
the drilling accuracy is 0.5 % of the total hole length. The deviation from the vertical
line shall not exceed 500 mm. With the shaft length about 100 m, the requirement has
been met. Sealing around the shafts has also been successful because the total inflow
referred earlier (appr. 21 l/min) includes the ingress of water from the shafts as well.
2.4.7

Boring of deposition holes

SKB and Posiva have jointly tested technology for mechanical excavation for the
purpose. The first tests were carried out in 1994-95 in the research tunnel, located in the
VLJ Repository of Olkiluoto (Autio & Kirkkomäki 1996). Three test holes, 7.5 m deep
and the nominal diameter 1,527 mm, were bored. A full-face boring technique (DRM)
was used, where rock was crushed with button roller cutters and the cuttings were
sucked away applying vacuum flushing through the drilling string, see Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4. Test boring of deposition holes with DRM technique at Olkiluoto (Autio &
Kirkkomäki 1996).
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Thirteen deposition holes with diameter 1.75 m and depth 8.5 m were excavated at the
Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory using an alternative shaft boring technique (SBM)
(Andersson & Johansson 2002), see Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5. Test boring of deposition holes with SBM technique at Äspö (Andersson &
Johansson 2002).
The geometrical tolerances for straightness, diameter variations etc. were achieved by
both techniques. However, the drilling capacity was less than expected.
Both the applications, DRM and SBM, are viable to fulfil the geometrical requirements,
but neither of the method is efficient enough and further studies and experiments are
required. It is assumed that DRM would be a more favourable method than SBM
(Bäckblom et al. 2004).
The tests performed with the DRM technique in Olkiluoto demonstrated that the
following details should be improved to increase efficiency:
-

Wear resistant vacuum suction system, including the suction nozzles

-

Mobilization and demobilization of equipment from hole to another

-

Cleaning of filters and removal of cuttings

-

Filling of the pilot hole.

The expected annual disposal capacity of 42 canisters will require the drilling capacity
of one hole a week. If there are 80 working hours a week (2 shifts), the maximum time
for one hole is 80 hours, including preventive maintenance, repairs, erection, setting up
and dismantling etc.
The shortest boring time in the Olkiluoto trials in 1996 was 150 hours, so there is a need
for a considerable improvement. Should only one resource group (the rig with a crew)
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be utilized, duration of 150 hours shall be reduced into half. According to the report
(Autio & Kirkkomäki 1996) this should be possible. The effective boring time was
estimated for 40 hours in the report. A provision of 50 % of the total cycle time for
maintenance, repair, mobilization and demobilization etc. will result in 80 hours as a
total cycle time per hole. The product requirements of deposition holes are of great
importance, as the rock in the deposition holes is the interface to the EBS. Geometry is
important both for the disposal operations (emplacement of buffer and canister) and for
the long-term function. In addition to drilling efficiency the quality aspects shall be
adhered to while refining methods to meet the requirements. As regards the boring tests
at Äspö, SKB and TRB-Raise Borers Ltd. have continued developing the DRM method
further. Promising ideas and subjects for further development have been already
identified, see Chapter 4.2.4.

2.5

Disposal technology

2.5.1

Canister development

Canister is the most important engineering component in the multi-barrier principle
used in safety demonstration of the spent fuel disposal according to KBS-3 concept. The
basic function of the canister is to be leak tight with high probability in postulated
repository circumstances for at least 100 000 years. The design criteria of the canister
include initial integrity, mechanical strength and chemical resistance against corrosion
in the repository circumstances.
In addition to the long-term safety requirements, the canister shall be designed so that it
is in harmony with the function of the other components of the engineered barrier
system. The function of the other barriers is to contribute to the protection of the
canister and to retard and attenuate radionuclide dispersal to acceptable levels in the
event of a release.
The canister structure consists of a cylindrical massive nodular graphite cast iron insert
covered by a 50 mm thick oxygen-free copper overlay. The insert provides mechanical
strength and radiation shielding, and keeps the fuel assemblies in a fixed configuration.
The canister has three types, see Figure 2-6, one for each reactor type in Finland. The
capacity of the canister is 12 assemblies of BWR (OL1-2) or VVER 440 (LO1-2) fuel
and 4 assemblies of EPR (OL3) fuel. The amount of uranium in each canister ranges
from 1.4 to 2.2 tons depending on the fuel type. The total weight of the canister
including fuel assemblies is 18.6, 24.3 and 29.1 tons, respectively. The outside diameter
of the canister for all types is 1.050 m and the total length is about 3.6, 4.8 or 5.25 m,
respectively.
The canister is planned to be pre-fabricated in various workshops of subcontractors
outside the encapsulation plant. Copper tubes for canisters have been fabricated on a
trial basis using different methods, such as extrusion, pierce-and-draw processing and
forging. Various methods for casting the inserts are also being tested and evaluated.
The assembled canister with one end open and the lids, screws and gaskets are
transported to the encapsulation site, where the loading of canister, final sealing and
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final controls are made. The overarching requirement on canister sealing is that the joint
shall not shorten the canister design lifetime. The design and the resulting structure of
the sealing shall be such that the seal can be reliably inspected. The reference sealing
method in Posiva´s canister concept is electron beam welding (EBW).
The current target for the development of inspection technologies and procedures is to
be able to rule out the possibility of penetrating defects. The aim of the inspection
technology programme is to select or define practical examination methods, equipment
and procedures to fulfil the verification requirements of the flawlessness and
dimensions of the canister components, including the sealing weld, as well as
identification of components and end products.

Figure 2-6. Copper/cast iron canisters for spent fuel. From left to right: VVER (LO12), BWR (OL1-2) and EPR (OL3).

2.5.2

Buffer development

The buffer is designed to surround and isolate the copper canisters from the geosphere
and thus support the canister to contain the spent fuel. The buffer material being
considered is bentonite, which contains swelling clays, mainly montmorillonite and
which will be emplaced in a partially saturated state as bentonite blocks and rings. The
blocks will be placed below and above the canister with the bentonite rings surrounding
it (Figure 2-7).
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Concerning the long-term safety, the main function of the buffer is to protect the
canisters for at least 100 000 years from detrimental THMBC (thermo-hydromechanical-chemical) processes and to limit and retard the release of any radionuclides
from the canisters, should any be damaged. As well as protecting canisters from the
mechanical and chemical loads, the buffer should not give rise to any processes that
could adversely affect either the canisters or the host rock.
In order to protect canisters, the buffer shall be plastic enough to protect the canister
from rock movements. The buffer shall be also stiff enough to support the weight of
canisters and maintain their central vertical positions in the deposition tunnel in the long
term. In addition the buffer shall be dense enough to achieve and maintain sufficient
swelling capacity and limit both potential erosion and microbial activity (Pastina &
Hellä 2006).

Figure 2-7. Bentonite buffer (adapted from Pastina & Hellä 2006).

Status of current knowledge
Posiva has tested manufacturing of bentonite blocks in small scale by uniaxial and
isostatic compaction techniques. Both methods must be further developed before they
can be used in the disposal operation of the repository. Posiva has developed the
compaction technique also in cooperation with SKB. At Äspö bentonite blocks and
rings were made by uniaxial pressing for nine full-scale deposition holes.
Concerning the isostatic technique and the related handling process studies are ongoing.
Full-scale installation tests are planned to be started in 2009 in a surface facility in
Turku, Finland. In addition to their own research Posiva has been involved in several
international projects dealing with the handling of buffer materials and processes in the
near-field, see Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1. List of international projects dealing with the handling of buffer materials
and processes in the near-field. Modified from (Posiva 2006).
PROJECT NAME

SCOPE

ACHIEVED RESULTS

LOT = Long Term Test of
Buffer Material

Show how the bentonite behaves
in an environment similar to that
in the future repository. Pilot
tests in 1997 and 1998;

LOT main test started in 1999;
1st parcel retrieved in 2001, 2nd
in 2004, 3rd in 2010

LASGIT = Large Scale Gas
Injection Test

To study gas transport in
bentonite in similar conditions to
that in a deep repository.

Started in 2003 and is projected
to be finished in 2007- Scoping
calculations achieved

GAMBIT

Model development of gas
migration in bentonite

Developed models tested against
the results of laboratory
experiments

ECOCLAY II

EU Project. Effect of cement
water on clay barrier
performance

Identification of the major
geochemical reactions between
bentonite and cement

FEBEX II = Full-scale
engineered barriers
experiment in crystalline host
rock

Demonstrative: Feasibility of
manufacturing and assembling
an EBS. Developing
methodologies and models for
the assessment of THMC
behaviour of the EBS
The feasibility of manufacturing
and assembling an EBS in
granite.

THMC models have been
developed and tested

PROTOTYPE REPOSITORY

Testing and demonstration of the
integrated function of the deep
repository components under
realistic conditions at full-scale.
Comparison of the results with
model predictions and
assumptions.

Develop, test, and demonstrate
engineering standards and
quality assurance methods
Evolution followed for up to 20
years.
Saturation time processes

EBS TF = Task Force on
Engineered Barrier System

The objective is the development
of general and effective tools for
the advanced coupled THMC
analysis of buffer and backfill
behavior.

Continuing work on the tasks (a)
THM processes and (b) gas
migration in buffer materials.

NF PRO = Near field processes

Studying the dominant process
and process couplings affecting
the isolation of nuclear waste
within the near-field and apply,
and develop conceptual and
mathematical models for
predicting the source-term of
radionuclides from the near-field
to the far-field

Current EC integrated project.
Results and conclusions of
experimental and modelling
work will be integrated in
performance assessment
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BENTO-program
To meet the research demands, Posiva has launched a programme called BENTO that
aims, among to its technical objectives, to develop new expertise in bentonite knowhow in Finland. The purpose is to develop experimental, theoretical and modelling
capabilities to address the uncertainties and issues concerning the buffer processes. The
idea is to combine experimental studies with theoretical research into the THMC
behaviour of bentonite by establishing a dedicated facility for bentonite research. The
purpose is to have sufficient Finnish knowledge and expertise to demonstrate the
performance of the buffer in the Safety Case and to provide the basic information for
the manufacturing and installation work for both the KBS-3V and the KBS-3H
concepts.
2.5.3

Backfill development

The tunnel backfill design, named for block concept and consist of pre-compacted
blocks and pellets emplaced on the foundation bed (Figure 2-8).The role of the
backfilled tunnels is to support the safety functions of buffer, canister and bedrock. In
practice there are limits for hydraulic conductivity and compressibility in order to avoid
the water movement through the backfilled tunnels onto the deposition holes. Also
some swelling of the backfill material is needed to keep tight contact with roof and
walls, which is needed for the low hydraulic conductivity and for keeping the tunnels
mechanically stable. The desired backfilling degree with blocks is estimated to be 80 %,
but it can be difficult to reach in practice. Even a backfilling degree of 70 % is enough
from safety margin point of view, if the blocks contain at least 40 % swelling material.
Will this be achieved is one of the issues for development of backfill design. Uneven
rock surfaces will increase the proportion of pellets and voids in the deposition tunnels.
One question is also the stability of the foundation bed and does it serve as a stable
foundation for blocks. Smooth and even tunnel contour and floor is desired, but the final
design specification for tunnel dimensions will be given based on the optimisation of
emplacement techniques and excavation methods.
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Figure 2-8. Schematic cross-section of a backfilled tunnel. The three main components
of the block backfill are 1) pre-compacted backfill blocks, 2) pellet filling and 3)
material placed underneath the blocks to provide stable foundation for the block
assemblage (Keto et al. 2009).
The backfilling of deposition tunnels consists of highly compacted blocks and pellets
and after their emplacement a concrete based plug will be cast on the tunnel entrance.
The initial state of backfill after its emplacement will be described in the backfill design
report. The backfill design consists of several steps including material selection and
backfill solution with fabrication of components and their emplacement into the
deposition tunnel. As a background the backfilling sequence has been described in the
report "Preliminary design of the repository, stage II" (Saanio et al. 2007).
The previous backfill design consisting of mixtures of crushed rock and bentonite with
in situ emplacement has been widely tested and demonstrated in field conditions. The
first field compaction test was conducted in a TBM tunnel at Äspö in 1995 and 1996
(Gunnarsson et al. 1996). The backfill materials consisted of mixtures with different
bentonite proportions 10-30 %. The main conclusions were that horizontal compaction
needs relatively dry tunnel but inclined layers can be compacted even with higher
inflow, while the water will not lie on the compacted surface. Inflows as low as 5
l/min/10 m still caused problems when drainage was not available. In situ compaction
near the rock wall was difficult and the technology needs to be improved.
The ongoing backfill and plug tests (Figure 2-9) aim at demonstrating the integrated
function of the backfill material and the near field rock in the drill and blast tunnel at
Äspö (SKB 2004). The materials consist of 30/70 bentonite/crushed rock mixtures
(inner part of the test tunnel) and crushed rock backfill with bentonite blocks/pellets
lining at the roof section (outer part of the test tunnel). The test tunnels has been in
operation since 1999 with saturation until 2003 and thereafter flow has been initiated to
the tunnel. The evaluated transmissivity in the tunnel is a little higher compared to the
laboratory measurements with similar materials. Interpretation of results indicates that
flows might appear in the fractured floor or/and low density sections near the roof.
(SKB 2005)
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Figure 2-9. Backfill and plug test is running at Äspö laboratory (Gunnarsson et al.
2001).
The prototype repository (Figure 2-10) again tests both emplacement technology and
behaviour of the engineered barrier systems. The PR consist of two sections in a TBMtunnel with six deposition holes with heated canisters and backfilled tunnel with two
plugs. The first section of this international test was implemented in 2001 and the
second one in 2003. The backfill consisted of 30/70 bentonite/ crushed rock mixtures
with in situ emplacement. Reasoning for inclined in situ emplacement was the
following:
-

it tolerates more water compared to the horizontal layers

-

it creates quickly a backfill above deposition hole and lets the buffer swell in
peace

-

the method seems to be sufficient for creation of acceptable backfill and density
high enough if the water salinity is below 10 g/l TDS. (Posiva/SKB 2001)
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Figure 2-10. Schematic view of Prototype Repository (SKB 2005).

Since 2006 the backfilling design has been concentrated on blocks and pellets, while the
block concept tolerates better the saline groundwater compared to the in situ compacted
materials. Three candidate materials for backfill blocks have been studied: Friedlandclay; mixture of crushed rock and 30 % or 40 % of high-grade bentonite or 60 % of
low-grade bentonite. Small-scale testing with Friedland clay in a concrete tube and a
half-scale steel tunnel tests (Äspö) has been conducted (Dixon et al. 2008a and 2008b).
The aim of the tests has been to study processes which influence the behaviour of the
backfill during and after emplacement. Large-scale testing of tunnel backfilling in
simulated conditions has also been studied. Issues like size of the blocks and pellets and
pattern when piling blocks; floor requirements when piling and materials and methods
for levelling the floor; fragility requirements for the backfill blocks during handling and
transportation; dimensions of installation slots between the blocks; requirements for the
average backfill rate; methods to increase backfilling rates (e.g. backfilling more than
one deposition tunnel at a time); equipment for block placement, pellet filling and
material transport and availability of existing equipment for block and pellet placement
has been handled by Wimelius and Pusch (2008).
Posiva has initiated small-scale testing with Friedland clay blocks and crushed rock
/bentonite 60/40 mixtures with manufacturing and handling the blocks (size 300 x 300 x
150 mm). The stability of blocks and pellets in a small-scale concrete tunnel after the
emplacement phase was studied. Inflow rate to the tunnel was 0.25 l/min and the
salinity of the water was 3.5 % TDS. One of the observed issues was that blocks with
crushed rock and bentonite mixture are more resistant against piping and erosion than
the Friedland-blocks. (Riikonen 2009)
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Posiva has selected the reference concept for outline design phase (Keto et al. 2009).
The current status and details for manufacturing of backfill components, like blocks and
pellets; emplacement of bottom of the tunnel, blocks and pellets and initial state will be
described.
2.5.4

Transfer and installation technique

Canister transfer and installation
According to reference design presented in the report Facility Description 2006
(Tanskanen 2007) canisters will be transferred from the encapsulation plant to the
repository by using canister lift. The fuel canister is driven out from the lift cabin by
automated guided vehicle. The design of this vehicle is presented by Pietikäinen (2003).
From the lift the canister is transferred to a loading station where the canister is loaded
in the canister installation vehicle. The installation vehicle transfers the canister in the
disposal tunnel and the fuel canister is lowered into the deposition hole.
The present design of the canister installation vehicle is reported by Wendelin and
Suikki (2008). The vehicle is track wheeled and it weighs about 70 tons with canister
(Figure 2-11). According to present preliminary designs canisters are possible to install
properly in the disposal hole with this kind of vehicles.

Figure 2-11. Installation of the canister in the deposition hole (Wendelin & Suikki
2008).
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Canister dropping accident has been studied by model tests in small scale. These tests
showed that 20 metres high filling at the bottom pit of the canister shaft by ceramic
gravel (trade mark LECA), gives fair impact absorption to protect the canister. Results
of these tests have been documented by Kukkola and Törmälä (2003).
Transfer and installation of buffer and backfill materials
Transfer and installation of bentonite buffer and backfill materials have been prestudied in previous design stages. However more detailed designs of installation devices
couldn't be done until the more specific designs of buffer and backfill are available. The
present design is that the buffer blocks will be transferred to the repository level by
using a canister lift and backfill materials are transferred to the repository level with
trucks using the access tunnel. (Saanio et. al. 2007)

2.6

Closure and sealing of repository tunnels and shafts

2.6.1

General

Central tunnels, auxiliary rooms, shafts and access tunnels and other possible pathways
from surface into the repository will be sealed at the end of the operational phase. The
investigation boreholes need to be sealed as well. The current status of the closure plans
of the repository will be described during 2009. The work so far has been concentrated
on the development of principles and requirements for closure. Basic ideas for design of
the sealing structures and backfill have been worked out. The options for backfilling
and sealing the access routes and central tunnels have not been selected yet.
2.6.2

Tunnel plugging

The concept for plug design for the deposition tunnels is presented by Haaramo and
Lehtonen (2009). Compared to the current plug design the design basis will be revised
and technical solutions will be adapted to the design basis. The main requirement for the
plugs between the deposition tunnels and the central tunnel is to keep the backfilling in
place before closure of the central tunnels. The plug shall withstand the hydrostatic
pressure from the surrounding rock and swelling pressure from the tunnel backfill. The
plug materials shall not significantly impair the function of other barriers. Therefore one
of the development issues is to decrease the amount of the cement in the plug.
Plugs in the shafts and access routes are needed to separate hydraulically conductive
features from each other and prevent the tunnels becoming major flow paths. Design for
these types of long term plugs will be updated during year 2009.
Experiences on plugs with design principles suitable for repository have been achieved
from the Äspö HRL (Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10). Two large-scale dome shaped
confining plugs have been cast at the entrance of the deposition tunnels and a third plug
in the middle of the prototype repository tunnel. The plugs have similarities like:
-

Slots around cross section with average depth 1.5 meter;

-

Retaining wall;
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-

O-ring sealing with bentonite and

-

Reinforced concrete was used (volumes around 65 m3 and 52.5 m3).

In the prototype repository the self-compacting concrete (SCC) was used in order to
avoid the use of vibration (Johannesson et al. 2004, Gunnarsson et al. 2001). The low
pH shotcrete plug has been demonstrated for tunnel with a diameter of 1.8 meter (see
Chapter 2.7)
Tunnel sealing experiment at Canada (Figure 2-12) again shows that a combined
structure with swelling clay and concrete bulkhead can be constructed and the function
has been tested. (Dixon et al. 2004)
Keyed Concrete
Bulkhead
Keyed Highly Compacted
Clay-Block Bulkhead

Sand Filler

Sand Filler

Steel Support

Highly Compacted
Backfill

Pressure Supply
and Withdrawal
Headers
(from room 415)

Figure 2-12. The view of the TSX-plug (Tunnel sealing experiment) test in Canada
(Dixon et al. 2004).

2.6.3

Sealing of investigation holes

Sealing of boreholes drilled for site characterisation or for other needs from the ground
surface or from underground is of importance, because the boreholes shall not serve as
flow paths for groundwater from the repository to the biosphere. Posiva and SKB have,
as co-operation, performed a multi-phased research programme for developing
technologies for borehole sealing including materials, installation and equipment to
meet the required long-term safety aspects. The last phase (Phase 3) of the programme
considered sealing techniques for use in deep boreholes extending from the ground
surface, and construction and placement of plugs in short holes with different
orientations bored from the repository rooms (Pusch & Ramqvist 2008).
The main principle for borehole sealing is to tightly close those parts of boreholes
where the rock has few fractures and a low hydraulic conductivity, and filling of those
parts that intersect water-bearing fracture zones with physically stable material that does
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not need to be low-permeable. Four bentonite-based concepts, e.g. “Basic”,
“Container”, “Couronne” and “Pellet”, for tight plugging have been identified and
tested and a technique has been found for filling boreholes that are intersected by
fracture zones. The upper end of boreholes extending from the ground surface needs a
“mechanical” seal for which copper metal and concrete work well. The tests have taken
place both at Äspö and at Olkiluoto.
The “Basic” concept, where highly compacted bentonite (smectite-rich clay) is confined
in a perforated copper tube, was tested at Olkiluoto in 2006 (Rautio 2006, Pusch &
Ramqvist 2008). Borehole OL-KR24 drilled at the location of the personnel shaft was
plugged before excavating the shaft drifts and the raise boring operation. After cleaning,
characterisation and stabilisation of the hole a 10 m long clay plug (see Figure 2-13)
was installed between the levels of -515 to -525 m with a 5 m long quartz/cement fill at
both sides. The upper part of the hole was sealed with ordinary cement.
The future plans cover further development of the plug concepts including testing of
materials and equipment, as well as full-scale demonstration. These should be
performed to assess the technical feasibility and the long-term performance of the
different concepts.

Figure 2-13. Installation of copper-bentonite plug into borehole OL-KR24 in Olkiluoto
(Pusch & Ramqvist 2008).
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2.7

Monitoring Programme

2.7.1

General

The construction of ONKALO and subsequently the construction of the repository will
affect the surrounding rock mass and the groundwater flow system and chemistry as
well as the surface environment. In order to determine the magnitude and extent of
effects a programme was established (in December 2003) for monitoring conditions
during the construction and operation of ONKALO in Olkiluoto (Posiva 2003c).
Before the monitoring programme (OMO) started a baseline condition of Olkiluoto was
reported (Posiva 2003d). The main purpose of the baseline report was to establish a
reference point for the following phases of the spent nuclear fuel disposal programme.
The focus of the baseline report was to define the current surface and the underground
conditions at the site, to establish the natural fluctuation of properties that are
potentially disturbed and to provide the reference data to the models and modellers.
During the construction of ONKALO rock mechanical, hydrological, hydrogeochemical
and environmental monitoring is carried out and the quality and the quantity of the
foreign materials used in the construction and investigations is measured and followed
(Posiva 2003c). The monitoring is carried out both on the surface and underground.
Figure 2-14 shows an example of the monitoring equipment, a groundwater station
installed underground in ONKALO. A summary of the observations and measurements
is reported annually for each discipline: Rock Mechanics, Hydrology,
Hydrogeochemistry, Environment and Foreign materials. The outcome of the
monitoring is also assessed as part of the site descriptive modelling, see section 2.3.2.
In the following chapters each discipline is described shortly. More precise description
of programme is reported in annual report, see. e.g. the reports by Mattila & Hakala
(2008), Vaittinen et al. (2008), Pitkänen et al. (2008), Haapanen (2008) and Juhola
(2008).

Figure 2-14. Groundwater station ONK-PVA1. (The two pictures on the right are taken
doors open).
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2.7.2

Rock Mechanics

A local GPS-network was established at Olkiluoto in the year 1995. The purpose of the
measurements is to observe long-term large-scale rock movements and land uplift.
Because the GPS-measurements are not sensitive enough, precise levelling is carried
out to measure the annual land uplift at the Olkiluoto island.
A microseismic network of Olkiluoto was established in 2002. In the beginning, the
network monitored tectonic earthquakes in order to characterise the baseline of
seismicity of the Olkiluoto area. When the construction started it also monitors
excavation-induced seismicity.
Convergence and extensometer measurements have been done to observe displacements
induced by in situ stress and the raise boring of the shafts.
2.7.3

Hydrology

Extensive hydrological and hydrogeological monitoring has been carried out in
Olkiluoto since 1989. The surface-based monitoring has been continued and augmented
by additional monitoring equipment specifically designed to monitor the effect of the
ONKALO construction on the groundwater flow system. Monitoring has since the start
of the construction of ONKALO focused on the inflows of groundwater into ONKALO,
the changes induced in the hydraulic head, the evolution of the hydraulic properties (i.e.
changes in hydraulic conductivity) and the changes in groundwater flow rates and
directions, both on the surface and in ONKALO. The monitoring of the distribution of
the salinity of groundwater is of particular interest, and will be implemented using wire
line logging, repeated geophysical surveys and repeated groundwater sampling. The
whole hydrological and hydrogeological system is affected by postglacial land up-lift (6
mm/y) typical to the Finnish coast in general.
The hydrological monitoring includes the following parameters: groundwater level,
hydraulic head, flow conditions in open drillholes, groundwater flow across drillholes,
hydraulic conductivity, groundwater salinity (in situ EC), precipitation (including
snow), sea water level, runoff, infiltration, soil frost, leakage of groundwater into
tunnels, hydrological/water balance in tunnels.
2.7.4

Hydrogeochemistry

The hydrogeochemical monitoring programme includes mapping of the changes in the
groundwater chemistry caused by the construction and influences caused by the
engineering and the foreign materials entering ONKALO.
The hydrogeochemical monitoring at the surface includes the groundwater sampling
from open deep boreholes, multi-packered deep boreholes, shallow drillholes and
groundwater observation tubes.
In ONKALO groundwater samples are taken from the groundwater stations equipped
with on-line measuring devices for pH, electric conductivity, oxygen and temperature,
(see Figure 2-14), short drillholes, leaking structures and fractures.
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Possible movement of the saline waters in the bedrock is studied by Gefinex 400s
measurements (geophysical method).
2.7.5

Environment

The environmental monitoring programme produces data for biosphere modelling for
long-term safety purposes and for environmental impact analyses. Some of the
monitoring is continuous, some is performed annually and some is carried out in
campaigns at intervals of 1-10 years.
The continuous and annual monitoring includes animals and birds (interview study),
seawater quality, phytoplankton, sea bottom animals, noise, drainage waters from rock
heaps, water table and water quality of the private wells, scenery, aerial imagery, soil
water, wet deposition, anthropogenic influences.
The monitoring campaigns cover animal and bird survey, satellite imagery,
characteristics of forest observation plots, needles and foliage, hydrochemical
characterisation of seawater, test fishing and fishing interview study (professional
fishermen).
2.7.6

Foreign Materials

Foreign materials, also referred to engineering and stray materials, are those, which are
neither part of the engineered barrier system (e.g. bentonite, copper) nor of the natural
environment (rock material or groundwater). The introduction of foreign materials
during the ONKALO construction is inevitable. However, adverse effects can be
minimized by careful selection of materials that are used. Thorough documentation of
materials and amounts used is required in case a material is found potentially harmful
for long-term safety after has been introduced in ONKALO. All materials used need to
be compatible with the environment.
When the possible, risks of foreign materials to long-term safety are evaluated
according to the possible effects on spent fuel dissolution, radionuclide transport,
copper canister corrosion and bentonite buffer function.
Besides the monitoring of used foreign materials the potential migration of foreign
materials in groundwater has been monitored in a sedimentation pool. All water used in
ONKALO is pumped to the surface into the sedimentation pool. Water quality of outlet
ditch is also monitored.

2.8

KBS-3H Programme

Posiva and SKB have conducted an RD&D programme in 2002-2007 with the overall
aim to investigate whether the KBS-3H represents a feasible alternative to the reference
design alternative KBS-3V. After the feasibility study and the basic design phases in
2002-2003 a demonstration phase was performed in 2004-2007. The objectives of this
phase were to demonstrate that the horizontal deposition alternative is technically
feasible and to demonstrate that it fulfils the same long-term safety requirements as the
KBS-3V.
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In the KBS-3H design alternative, multiple canisters containing spent fuel, are emplaced
at about 400 m depth in bedrock in parallel, 100-300 m long, approximately horizontal
deposition drifts whereas the KBS-3V design calls for vertical emplacement of the
canisters in individual deposition holes. Figure 2-15 shows both the KBS-3H and the
KBS-3V alternatives.
The results of the KBS-3H project in 2004-2007 have been summarised in the report by
SKB (2009). The main achievements of this project phase were:
-

Excavating of two full-scale horizontal drifts (diameter 1.85 m, length 15 m and
95 m) at the Äspö HRL by push-reaming for the demonstration of the deposition
of a mock-up supercontainer and other full-scale tests, e.g. post-grouting the
drift with Mega-Packer and installation of a compartment plug made of steel. In
addition, within the framework of the European project ESDRED, a low-pH
shotcrete plug was designed and constructed in the short drift.

-

Manufacturing a prototype equipment for the deposition and trial tests with the
46 ton mock-up container in a realistic environment at Äspö.

-

Testing of buffer at different scale.

-

Development of alternative designs called Basic Design (BD) and design based
on Drainage, Artificial Watering and air Evacuation (DAWE). The BD
alternative was found not to be robust enough and a third, less mature alternative
called Semi Tight Compartments design (STC) was introduced.

-

Adaptation of an exploratory layout of a KBS-3H repository at the Olkiluoto site
and assessment of the long-term safety of the repository.

The safety assessment (Smith et al. 2007) concluded that the KBS-3H design alternative
offers potential for the full demonstration of safety for a repository at the Olkiluoto site
and for the demonstration that it fulfils the same long-term safety requirements as KBS3V. However, some critical scientific and design issues remain, e.g. further
development of the DAWE design alternative to avoid uncertainties associated with the
buffer saturation process, as well as studies of iron / bentonite interaction and the
possible use of materials such as titanium in place of steel for some system component.
After evaluating the achievements of the previous project phase SKB and Posiva have
decided to continue the development programme for KBS-3H. The future work will
concentrate on developing the KBS-3H design to a level where a detailed comparison
and selection of the two design alternatives KBS-3H and KBS-3V is possible. The next
KBS-3H project in 2008-2013 is divided in two phases:
-

“Complementary studies of horizontal emplacement KBS-3H” phase in 20082010 with the main goal to develop the KBS-3H solution to such a state that the
decision on full-scale testing and demonstration can be made.

-

“Full-scale test” phase in 2010-2013 focusing on executing a number of subsystem tests and refined evaluations and to prepare for decision on the suitability
of implementing KBS-3H in Sweden and in Finland and install a full-system
demonstration facility, i.e. a prototype repository.
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The location of the forthcoming tests and demonstrations have not yet defined, but most
likely will be concentrated at Äspö, where the test facilities are available, but the use of
ONKALO for some tests is not totally excluded. Plannig of these tests are, however, out
of the scope of this report and will not be considered any more in the following
chapters. Anyhow, many of the uncertainties related to KBS-3H are common with
KBS-3V and hence the tests to be presented are beneficial for both of the design
alternatives.

Figure 2-15. Principles of the KBS-3V (upper left) and KBS-3H (upper right)
repository designs and a more detailed illustration of the KBS-3H design (lower) (Autio
et al. 2008).
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3

ROCK CHARACTERISATION

3.1

Objectives

The characterisation activities aim at defining and identifying the bedrock volumes
suitable for hosting deposition tunnel and deposition holes and at providing the
information needed for safety assessments and for design and construction. In the
characterisation work, the main interest for demonstration is in identifying locations for
the tunnels and deposition holes in a way that contributes to the safety of the disposal.
For this purpose, rock suitability criteria are being developed. The criteria define the
requirements on rock properties and applicable methods that will be used to assess the
suitability of a certain location to host deposition tunnels and holes. The focus lies on
identifying and avoiding deformation zones, extensive fractures, fractures with high
hydraulic conductivity and volumes of rock that have less favourable rock properties in
terms of rock stresses and strength, thermal properties, or unfavourable groundwater
composition.
It is noted that there are restricted possibilities to test characterisation methods outside
the ONKALO or the repository volume as the aim is to adjust the techniques to the
Olkiluoto specific rocks and conditions. The specific Olkiluoto rock characteristics,
including the rock types, the ductile deformation resulting in strong foliation, typical
character of deformation zones including their influence zones and the fracturing needs
to be considered when using e.g. geophysical methods and estimating rock properties
with respect to stress.
Testing and demonstration activities aim at

3.2

-

identifying suitable characterisation techniques, focusing on locating the fracture
zones and fractures that should not be penetrated by a pilot/tunnel or a
deposition hole,

-

evaluating the predictive capability of the characterisation methods, especially
the information gained from the pilot hole compared to tunnel observations,

-

testing and demonstrating the classification procedure and the capability of
determining suitable locations for the deposition tunnels and the deposition
holes,

-

developing the working procedures and co-ordinating them with the construction
work, and

-

identifying development needs in the process.

Rock characterisation and classification procedure

A rock classification procedure has been planned to be applied when assessing the
suitability of bedrock volumes for hosting deposition tunnels and deposition holes. This
classification uses rock suitability criteria (RSC) as a measure of suitability. The
classification is made at different steps, first considering suitability of large rock
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volumes on the basis of models and finally assessing the suitability of a certain
deposition hole taking into account the direct observations at that specific location.
Figure 3-1 gives an overview of the classification process, the characterisation activities
and decision points at different phases of the construction work. The workflow can be
roughly divided into following phases:
-

Identification of a rock volume for hosting a panel of several deposition tunnels
on the basis of current site understanding and models.

-

Identification of deposition tunnel locations within the panel. More detailed
studies of the selected volume are carried out using the existing excavated rooms
and a few pilot holes drilled within the volume; the studies are followed by
interpretation and updating of the models.

-

Construction of the deposition tunnels; a pilot hole will be drilled for each
tunnel and the final decision on excavating each tunnel will be made based on
the results of these studies.

-

Selection of the deposition hole locations along a tunnel on the basis of studies
carried out in the tunnel and, potentially, in a few pilot holes below the tunnel
floor. The studies are, again, followed by interpretation and evaluation of the
results against the existing models.

-

Construction of the deposition holes; a pilot hole will be drilled for each hole
and the final decision on excavating a hole will be made based on the results of
these studies.

-

Determination of the suitability of a deposition hole for hosting a canister on the
basis of the investigations carried out in the deposition hole.

An important part of the process, especially in the test phase, is the evaluation of results
against predictions, e.g. whether the pilot hole information is consistent with the tunnel
information and whether suitable deposition hole locations can be found by applying the
planned procedure. The classification process needs to be demonstrated and this
demonstration is discussed in further detail in Chapter 3.4. Investigation techniques and
parts of the classification procedure will be tested in the ONKALO access tunnel and in
investigation niches prior to the demonstration (see Chapter 3.3)
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Site scale and tunnel scale models
Selection of tunnel location(s)
Pilot for tunnel(s)
Pilot studies
Model revision
Excavate the
tunnel?

Relocate

Tunnel excavation
Studies in tunnel,
including floor and below floor
Tunnel scale model revision

Use the
tunnel?

Discard

Selection of deposition
hole locations
Pilot(s) for
deposition hole(s)
Studies in pilot(s)
Tunnel scale model revision

Bore the deposition hole?

Relocate

Boring of deposition hole
Studies in deposition hole
Tunnel scale model revision

Use the deposition hole?

Discard

Use

Figure 3-1. The rock characterisation and classification procedure; the blue boxes
denote characterisation and modelling activities, model revision meaning checking of
the existing models against new data and making the necessary adjustments; the grey
boxes denote drilling and excavation activities, the yellow rectangles decision points
where the RSC are applied and the white boxes other actions.
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3.3

Testing the rock characterisation and classification procedure in
ONKALO

3.3.1

General

Construction of the ONKALO access tunnel and the several investigation niches before
reaching the planned repository depth provides a possibility to test the investigation
methods and techniques for the purposes of the rock characterisation and classification
procedure and to test the compliance of the classification results. This is made via
comparison of the data obtained from pilot boreholes and tunnel mapping. In this
section, the focus is on tests and investigations, which are of importance for testing the
rock classification based on the rock suitability criteria. Currently, the RSC criteria
consider deformation zones and their influence zones, long fractures and highly
transmissive fractures as restricting the use of a certain location for hosting a deposition
hole and these are of main interest in the testing. Characteristics of the groundwater
composition are also considered.
Rock mechanics properties, especially potential stress induced failures and disturbances
caused by excavation are also of interest for the classification procedure. These will be
considered in the next phase of the RSC-programme, when more information on these
properties is gained from relevant depths. Parallel to this report, a separate plan for
characterisation of the repository host rock (ReRoC-programme) is being prepared.
Objectives of these studies are related to increasing understanding of the site
characteristics at more a general level. Naturally also development of the RSC criteria
will benefit from the outcome of these studies. Of special interest in this respect are the
characterisation activities related to rock mechanics properties and understanding of the
stress properties, in particular, and control and characterisation of the excavation
damaged zone being currently prepared (ReRoC-programme, Posiva 2009b).
3.3.2

Comparison of pilot hole information and tunnel mapping data

Comparison of pilot hole information and tunnel mapping data has been one aim of the
prediction/outcome-studies reported in the Site Descriptive Model reports (see e.g.
Posiva 2009a). Based on the experience so far, the observed differences between the
geological predictions and outcome are related to different resolution of the models (site
scale) and the observed data. Main development needs of the P/O process identified in
the latest Site Descriptive Model include: 1) understanding why the pilot hole data
indicate higher fracture frequency than the mapping of the respective tunnel section, 2)
prediction of the rock mass stability, and 3) assessing the ability to predict inflows, as
the pilot holes usually predict higher inflows than actually are observed in the tunnel,
but occasionally result in underestimates. To study the differences in the fracture
frequency, scan-line mapping is currently carried out between the chainage 3000 m –
appr. 3300 m and the results will be compared to those obtained from the pilot hole
ONK-PH8. This section of the tunnel intersects the zone HZ20, so geological
characteristics and width of the influence zone of the HZ20A can also be studied. The
drilling of the pilot holes will be one of the most important investigation methods for
locating suitable host rock volumes for the deposition tunnels and holes and, therefore,
testing the predictive capability of pilot hole data and improving the accuracy of
predictions based on them will comprise a major part of the RSC related testing to be
conducted in the ONKALO access tunnel.
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The prediction/outcome studies will be carried out with special emphasis on the
predictions based on pilot hole data: the comparisons will be made directly after the
excavation and mapping of the respective tunnel sections and the results will be made
available for the modelling team as soon as possible.
Scan-line mapping will be carried out in the tunnel section covered by pilot hole ONKPH10 (planned to start at about chainage 3460 in February, 2009) to aid in correlation
and calibration of pilot hole and tunnel mapping data. Additional scan-lines will be
mapped elsewhere if needed.
In addition to comparison of single pilot hole and tunnel data, a test-classification of the
pilot hole data (ONK-PH10) and the corresponding tunnel section will be carried out.
The aim is to test the applicability of the RSC and the process of their determination by
adapting the procedure outlined by Lampinen (2008). This test will utilize also other
than mapping data; e.g. geophysical and hydraulic data discussed below (Sections 3.3.33.3.5) and the site models.
3.3.3

Geophysical methods for detecting fractures and deformation zones

Potentially applicable geophysical methods for detecting long fractures are seismic
imaging and electrical and electromagnetic soundings including ground penetrating
radar surveys. The most promising are the different seismic investigations that will best
describe the mechanical discontinuities, whereas the electrical and electromagnetic
methods give information also on lithological variations and foliation. Also, the
resolution and depth penetration of seismic measurements will be adequate for detecting
long fractures and their continuation. Possible survey configurations include
measurements on the tunnel wall and floor and in pilot and characterization holes. A
tunnel seismic pilot survey has been carried out on the tunnel wall from chainage 1720
m to chainage 1820 m. Another seismic investigation is planned for tunnel chainage
3500-3800 m and will test the methods applicability in long fracture detection. Seismic
and electrical tomography and ground penetrating radar investigations planned to be
carried out as part of the EDZ-studies (niche at chainage 3620 m) will also contribute to
fracture detection.
3.3.4

Mapping the tunnel floor and deposition holes

Mapping of the tunnel floor is an important phase in determination of the deposition
hole locations along the tunnel. Testing of the tunnel mapping procedure including the
tunnel floor will be performed in the niche to be excavated for rock mechanics
investigations (chainage appr. 3900 m). In the niche, different excavation methods will
be applied. The last appr. 15 m of the tunnel will be excavated so that the excavation
induced damage (EDZ) is minimised. Thus, the tunnel will give experience on floor
mapping under different conditions and provide an opportunity to examine the impact
of the excavation method on the fracturing of the floor. Short, vertical pilot holes (4 to 6
m) to be drilled in the niche floor will provide a chance to test characterise the rock
volume below the tunnel floor. Also, the investigation niche for the EDZ studies
(chainage 3620 m) may provide an additional place to test floor mapping.
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A test of deposition hole mapping (to test a lift system to be used, especially) will also
be conducted in the rock mechanics investigation niche, where two 4-meter deep, about
1-meter wide holes will be bored into the niche floor to determine the rock spalling
strength in representative rock conditions (a separate research plan for the Olkiluoto In
Situ Spalling Experiment - Phase 1 will be completed during the first quarter of 2009).
An additional, "full-scale" rehearsal will possibly be carried out; potential sites are the
VLJ Repository for operating waste at Olkiluoto or the Äspö hard rock laboratory in
Sweden.
3.3.5

Hydraulic tests

Another important aspect from the rock classification point of view is the detection of
flowing features and estimates of inflow to a deposition tunnel and a deposition hole. In
pilot holes, hydraulic tests are done by using the difference flow logging method. This
method enables the detection of flowing fractures along the drillhole. For each flowing
fracture, the inflow rate and hydraulic transmissivity can be determined. The method is
fast and locations of flowing fractures can be determined quite accurately. Additionally,
quite small inflows can be measured. Difference flow logging measurements are also
done in probe holes bored to the tunnel face during the excavation and in the grouting
holes in the shaft drifts.
Water loss measurements are also carried out in the pilot, probe and grouting holes.
With this method, transmissivity of the drill- or borehole section of interest can be
determined. The disadvantage of the method, compared to the difference flow logging,
has been the inaccuracy of the results. The inaccuracy is caused by insensitive
measuring equipment and long testing sections used in measurements. Additionally,
while using high overpressures in the measurements, it is possible to cause distortion in
the rock or circulation of the water in close to the drillhole. By using smaller test
sections and more sensitive equipment the accuracy of the results can be enhanced.
In further analysis, by comparing the hydraulic data from the pilot, probe and grouting
holes and tunnel wall to the data gathered from other disciplines, valuable information
of the heterogeneity of flow properties and of the geometrical connections between the
pilot hole and the tunnel wall can be obtained. This data will also act as input data for
statistical analysis and (hydro)DFN modelling and transport calculations.
In order to characterise the rock mass on a scale of 10...50 m, small scale hydraulic tests
will also be conducted in the hydrogeological investigation niche planned at the
chainage 3620 m (ReRoC-programme, Posiva 2009b). The main objective for these
investigations is to study the groundwater flow pattern in poorly conductive (T < 10–7
m2/s) fractures in the rock mass. The goal is to investigate the geometry and
connectivity of the fractures, but also geochemical properties, heterogeneity and
transport properties (the hydraulic coupling of the transport, i.e., the transport
resistance) of the fractures. Additionally the purpose is to test methods for detailed
hydrogeological characterisation and sampling techniques to be used deeper in the
bedrock and finally inside the deposition tunnels. In order to gain the determined goals,
a wide investigation programme has been preplanned, including single hole hydraulic
measurements and cross hole interference tests carried out in 3...5 short (about 10
meters long) drillholes. Comparable studies can also be carried out in the grouting holes
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in the shaft drifts if suitable places are available. It is expected that this testing will
provide experiences on different methods to characterise hydraulic properties of
fractures in the transmissivity range of interest for deposition holes.
The technique to measure the inflow in the deposition holes needs also to be determined
and tested.
3.3.6

Additional tests

In addition to the tests mentioned above, further analysis of existing (and new) data
could yield useful information, especially on pilot hole / tunnel wall data correlation.
These tests will be planned in more detailed based on the experiences of the tests at
ONK-PH10 volume.
For example to improve the predictability of fractured zones on the basis of pilot hole
data, a test could be made to calibrate the pilot hole drill core observations with results
from the tunnel mapping. To do this, the pilot hole and tunnel mapping data should be
analyzed to find out the significant fracture frequency (and other possible parameters)
for fractured zones in pilot holes and on tunnel walls; for example, how densely spaced
are the fractures typically mapped as a fractured zone during pilot hole core logging and
in tunnel mapping, how wide are the logged vs. mapped fractured zones, and how do
these parameters differ. The probability of successfully predicting fractured zones from
pilot hole drill cores should also be estimated, i.e. the likelihood of a fractured zone
mapped from the drill core being a fractured zone in the tunnel-scale (and vice versa).
Detection and location of long (tunnel-transecting) fractures are of major interest, but
identifying long fractures from drill cores is problematic. The current practice of
presuming fractures of slickenside type have extensive length should be tested by
analysing the tunnel mapping data on long fractures and comparing the results to pilot
hole drill core observations. Also, the possibility of using fracture fills in recognition of
long fractures from pilot hole drill cores could be tested by analysing the fracture-fill
data from the tunnel mapping for possible systematic differences in fracture-filling
mineralogy and/or thickness of fills between the long fractures and other (nonsignificant) fractures.
Other potential geophysical methods include drillhole radar survey carried out in pilot
holes. The depth penetration of the method is around 5-25 m outside the drillhole.
Existing pilot hole data could be further analysed to find geometrical connections
between the pilot hole and the tunnel wall.
These tests will be performed in so far as the schedule and resources allow.

3.4

RSC - demonstration at the disposal depth

The full rock characterisation and classification procedure (from panel to deposition
hole -scale) applying the RSC-criteria will be tested at the disposal depth. For this
purpose, a demonstration tunnel (or several tunnels will be constructed (see Section 3.6
for discussion of needed space for the RSC demonstration). The demonstration
tunnel/tunnels will possibly form a part of the first panel (of deposition tunnels). The
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characterization process described below will be used in the demonstration tunnels and
later for the characterisation and classification of the actual deposition tunnels and holes
after evaluation of the demonstration results.
3.4.1

Activities prior to the deposition tunnel excavation

Identification of a potential rock volume for hosting a panel of several tunnels
-

using the site and tunnel-scale models to predict locations of major deformation
zones and the thermal, rock mechanics and ground water properties in the target
volume; and applying the RSC to determine potentially suitable rock volumes

-

consideration of using geophysical studies and possibly core drilling from the
existing tunnels to cover the volume of the tunnels to confirm the location of
major deformation zones and to acquire more information of the smaller zones
in the target volume.

Depending on the location of the demonstration tunnel or tunnels with respect to the
planned deposition tunnels, these studies could serve also for characterisation of the first
panel of the deposition tunnels. For completeness of the demonstration, this phase
should also be carried out for the rock volume hosting the facilities for RSCdemonstration.
Identification of tunnel locations within a panel
-

using updated models (tunnel-scale most important) to predict rock properties;
and applying the RSC to select the tunnel locations meeting the criteria for the
repository layout

-

drilling few pilot holes to enable geophysical cross-hole measurements to locate
deformation zones if not done already in previous phase; geological logging of
the drill cores, hydrogeological single hole and cross hole measurements by
using difference flow logging and transverse flow logging method under
different sources of disturbance (like a leaking hole, causing over/under pressure
to the tested drillhole section, etc.).

Studies in the tunnel pilot hole
-

pilot hole core logging and geophysical drillhole studies (more or less the same
as currently carried out in the pilot holes) to locate possible deformation zones
and long fractures and to determine other relevant geological parameters

-

hydraulic single hole measurements (by using difference flow logging) in order
to determine inflows and transmissivity for flowing fractures; hydraulic testing
by using transverse flow logging in order to determine groundwater flow rate
and flow direction in the drillhole section of interest

-

potentially using cross-hole hydrogeological methods (if several pilot holes are
available)
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-

groundwater sampling, determination of the thermal and rock mechanics
properties to complement understanding of the general rock properties in the
target volume (not necessarily in all pilots)

-

comparing the results with models, updating the models and applying the RSC
to support the decision on excavating the tunnel.

Information from the probe holes and potential grouting holes during the tunnel
excavation will complement the pilot hole data.
3.4.2

Activities prior to boring of deposition holes

Selection of hole locations
-

geological mapping of the tunnel including the floor

-

mapping points of leakage, and measuring inflowing groundwater and
identifying hydraulically active fractures, the method for measurement of the
inflow needs to be developed and tested prior to demonstration

-

observations of rock stability

-

geophysical investigations to characterise the rock volume below the tunnel
floor, in case applicable methods have been found during testing in
investigations niches prior to reaching the repository depth. This could include
drilling of few pilot holes at the potential deposition hole locations to enable
geophysical cross-hole measurements to locate long fractures below the tunnel
floor. At this stage, pilot holes will be drilled only at places considered suitable
for deposition holes at this stage as no additional holes in the real deposition
tunnels are allowed.

-

comparing the results with models/updating the models and applying the RSC to
select deposition hole locations

Studies in pilot holes for deposition holes
-

drilling of a pilot hole at the selected location of the hole, logging of the drill
cores and conducting geophysical drillhole studies with emphasis on indications
of long fractures and properties affecting the stability of the hole, if such a
criteria will be developed

-

hydraulic single hole measurements (difference flow logging, transverse flow
logging) and, potentially, cross hole tests if in some cases more than one pilot is
made for the deposition hole(s)

-

groundwater sampling, determination of the thermal and rock mechanical
properties to check that they do not deviate from those typical of the specific
rock volume (will be done only in selected pilot holes)

-

comparing the results with models, updating the models and applying the RSC
to support the decision on boring the deposition hole.
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It is noted that control of the excavation damaged zone (EDZ) will be mainly done as
part of the excavation quality assurance and quality control procedures. The impact of
the potential EDZ on results of the various investigations needs to be taken into account
in the further development of the RSC-criteria.
3.4.3

Activities after boring deposition holes

The previous steps are aimed at locating the deposition holes in a rock mass that
provides favourable and predictable mechanical, geochemical and hydrogeological
conditions for the engineered barriers and limits and retards inflow and release of
harmful substances to and from the repository (safety functions for the host rock see;
e.g. Posiva 2008a). The suitability of a deposition hole for hosting a canister will be
confirmed by studies in the deposition hole.
According to the RSC-programme, development of the deposition hole or canister scale
criteria will mainly take place during the year 2010. The outcome of the canister scale
criteria will define the exact characterisation needs and methods to be applied in
deposition hole. According to the work done so far, the major factors affecting the
suitability of a specific deposition hole are long fractures intersecting the hole and
limited inflow to the deposition flow assumed to indicate limited groundwater flow
around the deposition hole also in saturated conditions. It is currently unclear how
criteria related to potential for rock damages should be formulated at the canister scale;
anyhow, observations of any damage should be recorded. Groundwater sampling is
done to check and, in the demonstration, also to give the basis for the further monitoring
of the composition of the inflowing water. Accordingly, studies in the deposition hole
will include
-

scanning of the rock wall

-

mapping of fractures, especially indications of fractures having length of several
tens of meters

-

measurement of the inflow into the deposition hole (total inflow and inflow
points)

-

observations of any rock damage

-

hydrogeochemical sampling of the inflowing waters

-

measurements of the deposition hole dimensions and verticality.

After evaluating the results obtained in the deposition hole with existing models and
potential revisions, determination of the suitability of the deposition hole for hosting the
buffer and the canister will be done by applying the RSC criteria. In addition to the
requirements on the host rock properties and related measurements discussed above,
buffer and canister emplacement sets requirements on the technical quality of the hole,
therefore also measurements of the deposition hole dimensions and verticality will be
carried out.
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An important part of the demonstration is the evaluation of the characterisation and
classification procedure, especially the consistency of the classification results at
different steps of the procedure.
Monitoring
After the demonstration, monitoring of the inflows to the demonstration tunnels and
demonstration holes, groundwater sampling of the leaking waters and development of
potential rock damage should be carried out. Monitoring should continue as far as the
tunnels and deposition holes remain open and are not used for other tests and
demonstration, after which the monitoring needs to be revised according to further use
of the test facilities.

3.5

Further testing at demonstration facilities after 2012

Demonstration of the rock characterisation and classification procedure by applying the
Rock Suitability Criteria needs to be carried out before the licence application. For
improvement of the system, it will be useful to carry out testing of the RSC procedure
or parts of it also in connection of other demonstrations, of special interest are all the
locations where “test deposition holes” will be bored. Thus, in connection of any of
these demonstrations time will be reserved for studies in the pilot holes, in the tunnel
and in the test deposition hole itself. At locations of the test deposition holes, the tunnel
floor needs to be available for mapping, too.

3.6

Test locations

ONKALO access tunnel
Testing of the characterisation methods and the rock suitability criteria can be done
extensively already along the ONKALO access tunnel and the investigation niches to be
constructed along the access tunnel prior to reaching the repository depth. Studies along
the access tunnel aim mainly to assess the predictive capacity of the pilot hole
information compared tunnel observations and to test the application of the rock
suitability criteria based on pilot hole and tunnel data. For these purposes, it is important
to have both pilot hole and tunnel information for large enough rock volume. In pilot
holes along the access tunnel, studies can use existing methods to get information
mainly on fracturing and hydrological properties. A tunnel seismic pilot survey will also
be carried out along the access tunnel.
Investigation niches
Some of the niches also provide the opportunity to obtain data for the same rock volume
in all relevant scales and phases of rock construction. They will provide the first
opportunity to compare the pilot hole information and tunnel information with the
tunnel floor mapping and a chance to test characterisation of the rock below the tunnel
floor including comparison of pilot hole data for the “deposition hole” and data from the
hole itself.
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The niches are also suitable for testing certain investigation techniques and their
application at the Olkiluoto site. Plans are drafted for a seismic and electrical
tomography and ground-penetrating radar investigations in the EDZ niche (chainage
3620 m) and testing of hydrogeological characterization and sampling techniques
including measurement of inflow in the deposition hole.
RSC demonstration at the repository level
Preferably, the test location for the RSC demonstration comprises two tunnels
(alternatively one tunnel and a pilot hole in the location of the second tunnel). These
tunnels should mimic as much as possible the real disposal tunnels including the
construction methods and dimensions of the tunnel. They should be oriented in a similar
way as the planned disposal tunnels so that the geological structure and stress
orientation and magnitude would correspond to the expected one in the real deposition
tunnels. The length of the tunnel should be appr. 50 m so that there would be space for
at least 3-5 deposition holes and that their location can be selected along the tunnel.
The test tunnels (or the tunnel and the pilot hole) will preferably be located so that the
first tunnel or at least the pilot hole will enable either tunnel to tunnel or tunnel to pilot
studies between the pilot and ONKALO access tunnel, the maximum distance from the
access tunnel is app. 100 m. The second tunnel between the first tunnel (or pilot hole)
and the access tunnel will be the main facility for the demonstration. This tunnel should
have a length of appr. 50 m and host the test deposition holes.
Requirements for the schedule are such that the demonstration itself should take place in
2011 and early 2012. It should be reported by the end of 2012.
The test deposition holes can be used for other tests and demonstrations later on.
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4
4.1

CONSTRUCTION METHODS
Objectives

Testing and development of different construction methods have taken place during the
implementation of ONKALO in order to fulfil the long-term safety requirements. As
these requirements will become more demanding at the repository level, this
development work will be continued further, especially as regards excavation and
sealing of rock. The disturbance to the surrounding bedrock shall be minimised by
gentle blasting methods and by using grout materials, which will not jeopardise the
barrier system. As a new activity of excavation not yet used in ONKALO, boring of
deposition holes will be one important target for testing and demonstration.
As discussed in the previous chapter, and visualised in Figure 3-1, construction will be
highly linked with the characterisation process. In fact there will be a design function
between these two activities. The procedure through which the characterisation results
are taken into account in the design process and how, for instance, the changes of the
plans are managed will be clearly defined. This matter has not been included in the
scope of the current report, but it is probable that some development work is also
required for the design process, like application of so-called Observational Design
Method for adjusting the plans compatible with the current site conditions.
In the following chapters only technical issues and construction specific activities are
discussed. When developing the demonstration plans further, the relationship among
construction, characterisation and design processes will be described in more detail.

4.2

Tunnel construction

4.2.1

Excavation

The critical issues of excavation are in compliance with specified geometry of the
tunnels and with the control of EDZ. EDZ 09 Project has been launched to carry on
EDZ studies in 2009. The purpose of the project is to develop a methodology to control
the geometrical extent of EDZ and to describe and manage the excavation process in a
well controlled manner. The aim is to produce instructions and requirements for the
excavation work at the repository depth. When the excavation test results and
characterisation method are available, it is possible to anticipate, what can be achieved
by the drilling- and blasting method and resources used in the ONKALO excavation.
Figure 4-1 shows the planned phases of construction and disposal activities in deep
repository (Saanio et al. 2007).
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Figure 4-1. The double parallel central tunnel principle and the schematic picture of
construction of disposal facilities and operations (Saanio et al. 2007).
Central tunnels
In the reference case two parallel central tunnels are excavated in the disposal area. The
space between the tunnels is approximately 20 meters. Connecting cross-cuts are
excavated at every 100 meters, see Figure 4-1. The drill and blast method is used. If the
horizontal pull-reaming method is used, an additional service tunnel will be necessary.
The planned cross section of the central tunnels is quite similar with the ONKALO
access tunnel (approx. 34 m2). Experiences gained during the ONKALO excavation
shall be utilised for excavation of the central tunnels.
No specific requirements for the excavation of the central tunnels have been defined so
far. In the reference case the same backfilling technique as in the deposition tunnels has
been intended in the central tunnels as well. The requirements for backfilling, however,
may not be as demanding as in the deposition tunnels.
Deposition tunnels
In the reference case drill and blast method has been introduced for the deposition
tunnels. The maximum length of the tunnels is 350 meters and the distance between the
tunnels is at least 25 meters, see Figure 4-1 .
Following requirements can be identified in the reference case:
-

The cross- section of the deposition tunnels is as small as possible in order to
minimize disturbances for the sake of long-term safety with respect to rock
properties and groundwater conditions.
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-

The cross-section of the tunnel is either 14.00 m2 or 12.61 m2 depending on
canister size.

-

Overbreak and look out angles have to be optimized (no exact figures yet).

-

The tunnel floor has to be even and smooth.

-

Within plug areas all the unsound rock has to be removed and a bevel may be
required for force distribution.

-

Removal of shotcrete prior to backfilling may be required.

-

When planning tests related to the deposition tunnel, the boundary conditions
will be considered.

The current drilling rig (Tamrock Axera T 11), which is in use in the ONKALO access
tunnel, is too large to work in cross sections of 12..14 m2. The same applies for
mucking out; the wheel loader is too big for this cross section.
All the excavation machinery for the deposition tunnel has to be reconsidered and
optimized. A strategy has to be chosen; is it sensible to invest during the test phase in
the own machinery or is it better to hire suitable equipment for this purpose. In addition,
availability of human resources has to be checked simultaneously with the machinery.
An approximate overbreak of 13 % in average has been achieved in ONKALO (curves
excluded). This is a quite acceptable outcome and the current outlook angle and
overbreak values cannot be considerably reduced due to limitations and clearance
requirements of the current production fleet. Project EDZ 09 will be performed prior to
the testing phase in ONKALO. The outcomes of the project are guiding the design of
excavation work and the tests during the ONKALO test phase.
4.2.2

Rock sealing

In the reference case pre-grouting is the primary sealing method in the central and
deposition tunnels. Probing of tunnels is continuous and the investigations and tests in
the probe holes will result in decisions, whether grouting will be required. It has been
estimated that approx. 20 % of the total length of the central tunnels shall be grouted.
The corresponding figure in the deposition tunnels is 5 percent (Saanio et al. 2007). The
pre-grouting of the deposition tunnels and holes is currently being discussed, is it
allowed or not. The result might be that this cannot be done because the leakage criteria
cannot be determined if pre-grouted. This issue is expected to be solved before
commencing the demonstration phase.
The R20 report “Groundwater inflow management in ONKALO -the future strategy”
(Arenius et al. 2008) covers the current knowledge of grouting, considering on the longterm safety, materials and the grouting technique.
The following recommendations were made to develop grouting work:
-

The design of grouting should be based on an analytical approach – with certain
precautions.
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-

The measured grout flow should be used as one indicator to verify that grouting
is proceeding as planned.

-

In multi-fracture system the only way to optimise the grout take is to have two
or more grouting stages, starting with the thick grouts followed by thinner
mixes. There should be specific, customized designs in place for hydro
structures R19 and R20.

-

More training of crews is needed to cope with accelerators, colloidal silica and
more advanced working methods. This is because there are limitations
concerning the setting time frame to ensure the material properties are within
targets.

-

In order to get relevant data for grouting design water loss measurement with
higher over pressures together with flow logging should be carried out. The
pressure build up test could be studied further, but it appears to be difficult to
use in the actual design work. Either straighter holes or development of
characterisation methods are needed to enhance the reliability of the source data.

Grouting design techniques and procedures are handled in more details in the report
“Development of rock grouting design, techniques and procedures for ONKALO”
(Sievänen 2008). This report can be of great advantage as further development works
are planned. The following issues will be taken into consideration especially during the
test phase:
-

How to seal tight fractures, where cement based grouts will not work (particle
size not small enough to penetrate into the fracture system). SKB has used
successfully silica sol in the TASS tunnel at Äspö. Those experiences should be
adopted and silica sol practices to be launched in ONKALO.

-

Although pre-grouting is the primary method, post-grouting practices have to be
developed.

-

Methods to measure leakages in fifferent stages and places during repository
construction.

-

Grouting machinery suitable for deposition facilities has to be checked. The
current grouting equipment in the ONKALO access tunnel is not suitable, it is
too big and clumsy in small tunnels like deposition tunnel. To purchase a new
equipment or redesign and modify the old one, or to contract the grouting work
all together?

-

No specific test tunnels are needed for the grouting tests. The develop work can
be started already during construction of the ONKALO access tunnel.

4.2.3

Rock support

Rock bolts, shotcrete and steel mesh are planned for rock support in the reference case.
Rock properties, class of exposure conditions, size of tunnels, and the intended use of
the tunnel are the decisive factors to define rock support. The service time of rock
support is relatively short, in the deposition tunnels only some years and in the central
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tunnels 10 to 20 years. That will ease the requirements for materials. Rock support
operations have been tested during the construction of the ONKALO access tunnel for
several years and extensive experience has been gained. Therefore any test tunnels for
this purpose are not necessary.
The mobilization plan for the test phase shall include but not be limited
-

To develop typical rock support templates for different predicted rock conditions
(observational method)

-

To review the machinery to be suitable for used methods and tunnel crosssection

-

To work method statement for rock support activities (incl. interface with in-situ
characterisation and how the rock support category is chosen to prevailing
conditions)

-

To train operators and practice procedures.

Removal of shotcrete may be necessary before backfilling the deposition tunnel for
long-term safety reasons. However, the feasibility of shotcrete removal is to be
demonstrated, also from an operational safety point of view. A reference can be made to
a case, where repair and maintenance works of rock support were done in a railway
tunnel between Jyväskylä and Jämsä in Central Finland in summer 2008. The contractor
was removing shotcrete with the rotating cutter head mounted on the excavator. All in
all, a good part of shotcrete remained in place, only concrete with poor quality was
removed. The actual capacity and completeness rate of removal were not recorded.
Some preliminary conclusions could be drawn, but more tests are required. Removing
tests can be carried off site. The contractor will continue the works in the railway
tunnels during the year 2009; it would be advisable to get more information of this work
as well.
4.2.4

Boring of deposition holes

The diameter of the holes is 1,750 mm and the depth for OL1-2 canister is 7.8 m, and
for OL3 canister 8.2 m and for LO1-2 canisters 6.6 m. In the one –layer repository
design the minimum distance between the deposition holes at level -420 is 8.6 m for
Fortum’s LO1-2 canisters, 11.0 m for TVO´s OL1-2 canisters and 10.5 m for OL3
canisters (Saanio et al. 2007).
Posiva has not specified the requirements for the depositions hole yet. SKB has defined
preliminary tolerances for the deposition hole, as presented in Table 4-1. They cannot
be applied as such for Posiva’s use but they have to be redefined.
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Table 4-1. Preliminary geometrical tolerances for the deposition hole defined by SKB
(Bäckblom et al. 2004).
Component

Parameter

Tolerances

Deposition
hole

c/c distance

6m+ 1m (depends on rock
conditions)

Diameter

1,750 mm -5<D>50 mm

Length

> 7,900 mm

Collaring point

< 25 mm from theoretical point

Alignment

Centre point in the bottom of the hole
shall not divert more than 25 mm
from a vertical projection of the
starting centre point

Straightness

< 0.2 % (0< 16 mm). A measured
centre point at any depth shall not
divert more than 16 mm from
theoretical line between the starting
point and ending point

Max deviation from centre line at the end of
the hole

< 50 mm

Surface roughness

+ 2-10 mm

Steps due to the re-gripping

Instant horizontal displacement of the
center point < 10 mm

SKB has continued development work with the DRM method together with TRB Ltd.
The company has implied that the efficiency can be achieved, but given tolerances
cannot be guaranteed on this stage. The flushing system for cutting removal is under
control, should the wet discharge method be used. The dry vacuum discharge of cutting
has proven very abrasive.
The following aims and needs have been identified for developing more detailed plans
for testing and demonstration of the boring technology:
-

Optimise the flushing system for cuttings

-

Design of reaming head, cutter array, effect to shape and smoothness of the
bottom, other parameters as well

-

Indentify other actions before, during or after boring that might have effect on
design of the boring machine or working procedure during boring

-

To have a prototype of boring unit built

-

Test off site and in situ in ONKALO.
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4.2.5

Other construction related activities

There are several other activities related to the construction of the deposition tunnels
and holes. These are e.g.:
-

Excavation of the chamfer at the top part of the deposition hole. The dimensions
of the chamfer have not been yet specified. SKB has some preliminary
estimation for their purposes; the chamfer must be 1.1 meters deep and 1.6
meters wide. The alternative methods for removal of the chamfer are traditional
drill-and-blast method, slot drilling, wire sawing and water jet cutting. The wire
sawing is considered the most promising method.

-

Flatness and inclination of the bottom of the deposition hole. The requirements
have not been yet specified. They are related closely to boring of the deposition
hole and have to be handled together with that activity.

-

Rock chamfer for plugs at deposition tunnels. Neither dimensions nor other
requirements have been yet specified. In this activity the same methods can be
partly used as on the chamfer of the deposition holes and it is logical to develop
and test these activities together.

4.3

Test locations

4.3.1

Excavation, sealing, rock support

The EDZ09 Project that will be running before the testing phase at the repository level
in ONKALO is relevant. The outcomes of the project will be used as input for revising
of rock engineering (KAT) design requirements for the TU5 excavation work and for
possible tests in the deposition tunnels during the ONKALO test phase. For
demonstrating the excavation technology a tunnel with a cross-section of 12-14 m2,
equal to the real deposition tunnel, is required. Other disposal activities will be decisive
for dimensioning of the length of the tunnel.
To develop grouting and rock support special test tunnels are not needed. The
development work can be started already during the ONKALO access tunnel phase.
4.3.2

Deposition holes

Tests for the deposition hole boring can be divided in two stages, off site and in situ in
ONKALO.
Preliminary testing of vacuum suction system and the suction nozzles can be performed
in an artificial, transparent hole (tube), where the flows can be studied and optimised.
Other test activities like erection, setting up, dismantling, moving, drilling of pilot hole,
reaming and quality and tolerances of the hole, can be carried out off site as well. A
suitable tunnel or an open pit quarry is required with applicable conditions for the
boring equipment and utilities for testing (electricity, water, protection for frost and
rains, etc.). The bored holes can be utilised for the canister and buffer handling
performance purposes, if the location otherwise is suitable.
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When the off-site tests are completed and the boring process management is satisfactory
from the quality and efficiency point of view, mobilization and boring in situ can
commence in the demonstration tunnel excavated at the repository level in ONKALO.
4.3.3

Other construction related activities

The other construction related activities discussed in Chapter 4.2.5 have to be tested
simultaneously with testing of the deposition holes. The tests will be started outside of
ONKALO and special test room is not needed, see previous Chapter 4.3.2
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5
5.1

CANISTER HANDLING
Objectives

The main objective of the canister handling tests and demonstrations will be to prove
the feasibility and functionality of current designs and also to show that current design
fulfils the requirements set to canister handling. The demonstrations are also needed to
gain operational experience with respect to operational safety as manoeuvring
installation vehicle in deposition tunnels and installing canister in tight deposition hole.
Another issue will be to demonstrate the consequences of the canister falling in the
disposal hole. The aim is to assess that the canister behaves as modelled in the case of
falling accident.
The demonstrations of the canister performance are not addressed in this report.

5.2

Transport and emplacement of canister

During 2009 the specification for a prototype of canister transfer and installation vehicle
will be compiled. The construction of the vehicle has been planned to be done in two
phases. At first the handling mechanism and radiation protection shield of the vehicle
will be constructed because that is the most challenging part of the vehicle. This
handling mechanism has been designed so that it could be installed on various kinds of
undercarriages. More conventional undercarriage could be used at this point.
Construction of this first phase could be done mainly during year 2010 and first tests
could be done during 2011.
In the second phase construction of the prototype undercarriage will be made. During
that phase the feasibility and functionality of the tracked transport vehicle will be
demonstrated. Also the full-scale canister installation in the deposition hole at the
deposition tunnel will be made. The construction of the undercarriage will be made
mainly during 2013 and the full-scale demonstration will be made in 2014.
The scale of the prototype vehicle will be 1:1. The main reason for that is to avoid scale
problems in the demonstration results. If smaller scale prototype has been used there
might be left some uncertainties in the functionality of the real scale vehicle in some
cases. Also when using the real scale prototype vehicle the other components will be of
real size, i.e. the canisters, buffers, deposition holes and the deposition tunnel. They are
all available to be used for other EBS demonstrations.

5.3

Test location

The first phase of the canister installation test could be done above ground for example
near a workshop where these installation devices will be constructed. For these
demonstrations a full-scale deposition hole will be needed. That hole does not have to
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necessary be a "real" deposition hole in rock but it could be also concrete or steel made
structure where different kind of installation situations could be demonstrate.
At the second phase full-scale installation of canister will be made in the demonstration
tunnels of ONKALO. A real size deposition tunnel and deposition hole will be needed.
To demonstrate the real canister installation process an installed buffer in the deposition
hole is also needed.
The location for the canister dropping (falling) test could be arranged in the real scale
deposition hole in ONKALO or above ground. To demonstrate a real accident case,
bentonite buffer will be installed in the bottom part of the deposition hole before
dropping.
A suitable location for the possible canister dropping demonstrations in the shaft will be
considered. The dropping demonstration in one of the shafts in ONKALO would cause
excessive disturbance to the construction of ONKALO. Therefore a suitable location
should be found in mines which are out of industrial operation. Dimensions of the shaft
should be near the planned diameter of the canister shaft (4.5 meters) and the depth
should be at least 100 meter. If that kind of suitable location could not be found one
possibility is to drop the canister in a shock absorber above ground by using a heavy
crane truck. However in that case the effect of collisions with the shaft walls could not
be found out.
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6

BUFFER HANDLING AND EARLY PERFORMANCE

6.1

Objectives

This chapter describes the following topics dealing with testing and demonstration
activities in ONKALO and also elsewhere:
-

Buffer design related topics

-

Transport and storing of buffer components

-

Emplacement of the buffer components

-

Testing of buffer performance.

Before the year 2012 the work is concentrated on development and testing of the buffer
design related topics. After submitting the construction license, operation related issues
will be emphasized. Activities that are planned to be demonstrated underground will be
first tested in a smaller scale above ground and the underground activities will focus on
verifying that the same activities work also underground as planned.
The buffer will be tested and demonstrated in ONKALO or in other suitable place
depending on which site-specific properties will be tested. The decisive factors in
performing a test in ONKALO or elsewhere, (in a laboratory, as a field test in
conditions close to repository conditions or in other underground facilities), are the
processes or activities that are going to be demonstrated and the need for real repository
conditions. Processes or activities that can be demonstrated in a fairly short period and
that need to be demonstrated in real repository conditions can be performed in
ONKALO or in another underground facility. The reasons to implement the test at
ONKALO are to study the site-specific issues and gain experience of the methods
before carrying out demonstrations. Processes that need a long period to occur and need
to be accelerated, or that need otherwise modified conditions are more suitable for
laboratory or smaller scale field tests than for ONKALO. Activities that don't need real
ONKALO conditions could be demonstrated elsewhere.
Olkiluoto site-specific properties related to buffer have been identified but not limited
as follows:
-

salinity of the groundwater at the site and the influence of salt to buffer
behaviour;

-

hydrostatic pressure which is around 4 MPa at the disposal depth;

-

inflow of water from the bedrock to the deposition hole;

-

moisture conditions in the rock rooms, which might influence to the handling
and storage of materials and

-

saturation process, which depends on the above-mentioned properties, causing
the post emplacement state of the buffer.
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The constraints mentioned above can be partly simulated in testing. Therefore much of
the testing will be conducted in simulated conditions where the influence of the abovementioned items will be studied in a controlled way. Simulated conditions are mainly
suitable for short-term testing of an emplacement related issue and can be done in some
manner in above-surface facilities. Performance of buffer like protection of the canister,
support to the rock at the deposition hole walls, chemical interactions between the
components in the EBS system and the mass transport through the buffer will be tested
in laboratory conditions and by theoretical modelling, which also allows long-term
analysis. Verification of the test results still requires that the planned initial state for the
buffer can be constructed. This will be demonstrated in real conditions at a later phase.
Before that phase different components will be tested in site-specific conditions. This
requires different types of testing and demonstration facilities in ONKALO.
In the following chapters the needs for different type of tests and demonstrations for
buffer are described.
The testing and demonstrations are divided in following categories:
-

Design- and optimisation-related tests

-

Emplacement-related tests

-

Early evolution period related tests.

The fabrication will not be directly demonstrated in ONKALO, but the tests and
demonstrations need fabricated components, so this part will also be demonstrated. The
temperate and glacial phases are not included in the ONKALO demonstrations. This
type of testing will be mainly done in the laboratory and perhaps in form of in situ
testing in underground conditions.

6.2

Buffer design related issues

Along with the studies related to buffer performance, buffer design issues need to be
tested, although the some of the buffer design basis issues are open. The main issues to
be tested are:
-

Buffer density

-

Filling of the gap
o

to prevent spalling of the disposal hole rock wall

o

to secure sufficient thermal conductivity

o

with pellets or crushed bentonite and/or by artificial wetting

-

Means to prevent piping and erosion and

-

Protection from too early swelling.
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The above-mentioned items will be tested in small-scale in simulated conditions. Smallscale tests, where the deposition hole has been bored according to requirements set for
the hole is desired. Creation of hydrostatic pressure, the role of air and chemistry in the
deposition holes also demands testing in the real conditions. This type of testing could
be done at Äspö or in ONKALO. Advantage to make the testing in ONKALO is to
observe the development needs and training the personnel. Testing should be done
before the construction license application will be left in, so the proper years are 2010
and 2011.
After the tests the results and assumptions made in preliminary design and modelling
will be re-assessed. The solutions and measures taken to reduce or prevent the problems
caused by the most essential open issues, such as spalling, piping and erosion, chemical
interactions, will also be re-assessed.
Based on these studies combined with theoretical considerations the buffer
emplacement demonstration will be planned to give the background for large scale tests
and demonstrations in the real conditions.

6.3

Transport and storing of buffer components

Transport of buffer from the ground surface storage down to the test level is possible to
be carried out either by vehicles driving through the tunnel or by a specific elevator.
The buffer blocks transported must be protected against environmental effects like
moisture (water or high relative humidity) and dust. Vibration during the transport must
also be limited.
Whatever the protection method will be (surfacing the block, individual containers),
there must also exist a method to undress the protection safely and efficiently in
underground.
Temporary storing of blocks shall happen in central tunnel. All blocks needed for one
hole will be transported in one lot using the same vehicle. The blocks have to be moved
from the transport vehicle to the emplacement vehicle. The work will be carried out to
determine the safe storing time for blocks in conditions of the tunnel.

6.4

Emplacement of buffer

After boring the deposition hole and prior to buffer emplacement, the activities
regarding the determination of the deposition hole's suitability for hosting the buffer and
canister by applying the RSC criteria, are described in the Chapter 3.4.3. The tolerances
in diameter and tilting of the deposition hole are partly based on the buffer block
dimensions and the verticality requirement is partly related to the gap width.
Preliminary tests are concentrated more on testing that the operation practices can be
performed as planned rather than in mechanical details of vehicles and devices.
Emplacement tests will include several tasks such as:
-

Handling of protective curtain (rubber, plastic) – if tested in this case
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-

Emplacement of buffer blocks, piling of blocks on top of each other

-

Installation of test instruments, cables and measuring / monitoring equipments

-

Emplacement of the “canister”

-

Emplacement of the pellets

-

Watering of the air space of the hole

-

Additional works caused by failures either in used devices or blocks, removal of
pieces, cleaning.

-

Emplacement or building up the backfill on top of the hole to some
predetermined distance and a temporary plug

All these tasks form a sophisticated process which has to be carefully planned and timed
to ensure the successful execution.
6.4.1

Protection techniques of the buffer during the emplacement

Water flowing into the hole will cause the need to protect the buffer blocks during the
emplacement. The protection is done by a) pumping the water away from the bottom of
the hole and b) protecting the blocks with curtains made for example of strengthened
rubber membranes.
Special pumps will be needed because the water head is quite high. The pumps used
might be modified, small diameter drilled well pumps or pumps working with
pneumatic air flow.
The protective curtain will probably require separate equipment for installation and
removal of the curtains. Is this equipment integrated or separate part of the
emplacement vehicle is not known yet. It is possible to combine the development of this
technique with the vehicle development.
6.4.2

Emplacement of the canister and blocks

This is the most demanding task done in the final repository tunnel. In prototype tests
this technique is perhaps not totally tested due to lack of available equipment. Still the
requirement of safe emplacement must be demonstrated. Emplacement without
problems is the ultimate goal because the radiation (not in prototype test) makes any
corrective actions quite difficult.
There are inherent risks associated with the lifting and placement of blocks: they may
be damaged (hit some object or by the canister), dropped, misaligned (lateral,
inclination), get dirt, get water prematurely. In the prototype tests the instrumentation
work will also be a source of smaller problems.
The measures (dimensions) of the buffer block are quite critical, no excessive deviation
in internal diameter is allowed because the emplacement of the canister is critical.
Lifting of blocks may cause some permanent deformations (this can be studied before
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hand) and moisture attack may cause some unpredictable deformations able to damage
the block or to hinder the canister placement.
For the final process description a technique to handle all problems or fault situations
must be developed. For the prototype test it is worth considering launching a parallel
task to investigate the possible problems during the emplacement.
If the emplacement is interrupted for some reason (vehicle failure, radiation level, block
fallen or failed to pieces, etc.) then there must be a plan according to which the work is
continued:
-

How the blocks will be rewrapped and transported to suitable temporary storage
room or back to the ground level.

-

How the fallen blocks will be lifted and pieces collected under the radiation
condition

-

This all means that the emplacement equipment must be versatile equipped to be
able to do all this. In the prototype tests the same concerns apply but there is no
radiation involved.

To make the most out of the prototype test, the emplacement of the canister and
uppermost buffer blocks should be done in remote control mode, if it is possible. This
should be done in order to find out the shortcomings and bottlenecks in the process and
vehicle.
6.4.3

Gap filling

The gap filling process together with verifying the density achieved should also be
simulated under in-situ conditions. This technique (equipment, materials and
compaction) will be tested in preliminary tests of correct diameter and gap. In full scale
tests under in-situ conditions the shortcomings due to gap width, emplacement and
compaction equipment will be found.
6.4.4

Further working phases

When the emplacement of buffer and gap filling is completed, the processes will
continue by water supply if required and by control and adjustment of heating.
Heating will require well shielded power cables and watering system one or more
pressure tubes and possible cables to control valves. All these cables and tubes must be
situated in the backfill or holes in the host rock.
6.4.5

Quality assurance

Each part of the handling and installation process of the buffer will be carefully
planned, tested and reported to develop quality assurance procedures to ensure the
overall quality of buffer during the disposal process.
During the emplacement process in the operation phase one must keep track of
materials used (canister, block, pellets, water, instruments, cables), work done (amount
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and personnel), radiation issues and quality verified with detailed measurements and
documented by photographs. This protocol must produce the documents required by the
authorities (STUK). Quality assurance along all repository operations is of top
importance and must be established by Posiva.
6.4.6

Emplacement of the backfill on top of the buffer

Testing of the buffer and the canister emplacement together with the backfill
emplacement in full scale is an interesting study subject. This includes transport of
components needed, their storage, piling / emplacement of blocks and the canister,
emplacement of pellets in to the gap and use of preventive curtains. During this task
information is received on the shortcomings in various techniques, speed of
emplacement and potential sources of problems: misalignment of blocks, breaking of
blocks, wetting of blocks, possible radiation and safety at work problems.
The requirements for backfilling arising from the buffer properties and functional
requirements will be given by general requirements for stiffness, permeability and
saturation. Transition layer between buffer and backfill will be a part of buffer design
and buffer demos. A part of transition layer is a chamfer in the top of deposition hole.
The function of the chamfer is to help emplacement of canister.

6.5

Long-term tests on buffer performance

The objectives of the testing and demonstration work related to buffer and the different
part of the systems are:
-

Assessing that the performance of buffer meets the stated requirements. This
also implies the verification of pre-modelling and simulation work with THMC
–models, both parameters and results.

-

Gathering information of interaction processes due to different variables in
representative in-situ conditions. Laboratory tests usually deal only with one or
two variables at a time.

In the assessment there are included several aspects of the behaviour of bentonite buffer
(technical release barrier) in the deposition hole under various internal and external
loads like temperature gradient, water flow, water pressure and swelling pressure
conditions during the transient phase. The various issues to monitor and assess are:
-

Strains and displacements in buffer blocks during early age, swelling and
saturation, early filling of the gap.

-

Rate of saturation from gap to the middle of the block.

-

Distribution of the density and the temperature, from canister to rock.

-

Formation of piping channels and due to that, erosion in a wet hole or due to
artificially supplied water
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-

Determining the effects of possible piping and erosion in a wet hole or due to
artificially supplied water.

-

Buffer preventing spalling of the disposal hole rock wall

-

Precipitation processes in the buffer

6.5.1

Requirements for buffer performance

There are several simultaneous performance requirements set on the buffer. Some of
them are of great interest when planning to carry out demonstration tests and some,
while being highly important are not as applicable for short to medium time
demonstration or prototype tests.
The following table (Table 6-1) summarises most of the required buffer properties.
More detailed information of these is given in the text below.
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Table 6-1. Requirements for buffer performance applicable for demonstrations.
Required property

Applicability for
demonstration tests

Comment

Swelling pressure (total
and pore pressure)

Applicable

Most important. Several aspects: rate, effect
of water supply / flow, stability, maximum
pressure levels, etc.

Strength, stiffness and
creep

Applicable, measured
indirectly via stresses and
displacements

Important properties when considering the
protection of canisters. Property tested also
in laboratory scale.
Strength is a key issue when the blocks are
installed by vacuum lifters.

Thermal conductivity

Applicable, measured
indirectly via temperature
monitoring

Property tested also in laboratory scale.

Permeability / Low
hydraulic conductivity

Not applicable

Challenging to measure and monitor.
Properties tested in laboratory scale.

Density / Homogeneity of
density

Not applicable for testing
.

Low and high limit values apply.
Values come from design basis
considerations.

Applicable
dismantling.

during

Density distribution is an important issue,
the variation in the buffer must fulfil the
requirements.

Sorption properties

Not applicable

Property tested in laboratory scale.

Chemical buffering
capacity

Not applicable

Property tested in laboratory scale.
Some chemical processes can be studied by
monitoring or by sampling during and after
the test.

Stability

6.5.2

Not applicable

Property tested in laboratory scale. Some
information may be available after the
demonstration tests.

Swelling pressure

The ability of smectite clay to expand creates swelling pressure between the canister
and the surrounding rock, thereby ensuring a tight contact. The tight contact not only
seals the gap but also prevents the spalling of the hole walls. The swelling pressure
depends on the density and water saturation of the material and should be more than
2 MPa, but less than 10 MPa, to avoid damage to the canister and the surrounding
bedrock. (Pastina & Hellä 2006)
The saturation process, during which the swelling pressure increases, depends to a great
extent on the hydraulic properties of the host rock. The hydraulic conductivity is
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determined by a few highly conductive fractures, it may take hundreds of years to
complete saturation if EDZ cannot distribute the inflow evenly (Lempinen 2005).
Hydraulic conductivity and swelling pressure depend on the salinity of the groundwater
saturating the bentonite (Dixon 2000, Karnland 1998, Pusch & Kasbohm 2002, Pusch
2003). When choosing the saturated density, water chemistry, e.g., salinity needs to be
taken into account.
6.5.3

Strength, stiffness and creep

The buffer must have sufficient strength and stiffness to protect the canister against
shearing forces due to rock movements. The buffer blocks must also be stiff enough and
resistant to creep in order to support the weight of the canister and keep the canister
centrally in vertical position. No vertical mass flow is allowed.
6.5.4

Thermal conductivity

One of the roles of the buffer is to dissipate the decay heat from the spent fuel.
According to the repository design, inside the deposition hole there will be an
emplacement gap between the canister and the buffer of 10 mm and between the buffer
and the host rock of 25 mm. Before saturation, the heat will be transported by a
combination of radiation and conduction across these two gaps and by pure conduction
across the incompletely saturated bentonite. The thermal conductivity of bentonite at
this stage is assumed to be 1 W/m/K.
6.5.5

Hydraulic conductivity

The hydraulic conductivity needs to be optimised with respect to density and swelling
pressure, as these three requirements influence each other. The criterion set for the
hydraulic conductivity (k 10-12 m/s) is such that it prevents advective transport within
the buffer.
6.5.6

Density

The requirements of preventing colloid transport and excluding microbial activity are
fulfilled when the density criteria is achieved (i.e. s ≥ 1800 kg/m3). To protect canister
against rock shear the saturated density s should be ≤ 2100 kg/m3. The density selected
for the reference solution is 2000 ± 50 kg/m3. It must be evaluated at what moment the
density variation of the buffer must fulfil the previous requirement.
6.5.7

Suitable sorption properties

The sorption capacity of any bentonite is determined by its smectite content (which is
typically dominated by montmorillonite). The works of Wanner et al. (1996), Ochs et al.
(1998) and Bradbury & Baeyens (2002) support the view that smectite minerals
dominate sorption processes through surface complexation and ion exchange. The
majority of bentonites also contain a number of impurities that are often considered not
relevant for sorption reactions, however, such impurities do have an effect on the
porewater chemistry and may, therefore, be indirectly important for sorption.
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6.5.8

Chemical buffering capacity

Although chemical buffering capacity is a requirement under “Ensuring total EBS and
host-rock performance” it should also be understood as a requirement for long-term
safety, as the composition of bentonite also influences the sorption properties. In
addition to montmorillonite, bentonite contains minor amounts of accessory minerals
and impurities. Depending on the hydrogeochemical conditions at the repository depth,
these mineral and impurities can be dissolved and sometimes re-precipitated, thereby
modifying the chemical and physical conditions near the canister.
Although the majority of the accessory minerals in bentonite are stable in the granitic
ground waters prevailing in the Fennoscandian Shield, and therefore at Olkiluoto, there
are important dissolution–precipitation processes that need to be taken into account in
ensuring the long-term performance of the engineered barrier system.

6.6

Monitoring techniques

Full scale prototype will be heavily instrumented with many types of instruments and
transducers. As a result there may be several types of measuring devices or loggers that
will need moisture protected room in near by location (roughly 0-100/300 m from the
hole). Some instruments may need a near by instrumentation cabinet in the backfill.
Also the cabling needed will require a pressure tight cable channel or drilled holes in the
host rock as in the prototype tests at the Äspö HRL. At Äspö there is a parallel service
and monitoring tunnel entirely for that purpose.
Prototype tests will serve the need to achieve permanent monitoring in real repository
use, i.e. continuous monitoring of some real deposition hole for several years. This
problem has been dealt in European level also. This kind of monitoring requires long
lasting power supplies and advanced signal transmission techniques.
In most prototype tests a watering system is needed and the gaps are filled with water
through it in a controlled manner. Similarly a warming unit, representing the canister, is
inserted in the center of the structure to deliver the heat flux and temperature gradient
estimated to exist in reality.
Several prototype tests in various scales have been executed in Europe during the last
decade (Sweden, Belgium, Czech Republic and Spain). It is possible to utilise that
knowledge while planning the test set-ups.

6.7

Test location

Before proceeding to planning of test structures the whole test process should be
carefully evaluated both to point out the most important and relevant items and to
choose techniques to keep the cost at reasonable level. From this reason it may be
justified to start step by step to evaluate and verify the whole process from beginning to
the end.
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The first phase tests on small scale are easier to carry out because the dimensions are
rational, reachable, the transported mass of “canister” and buffer blocks are reasonable,
installation as a whole is more comfortable. For these holes it might be possible to
compensate/substitute the backfill with some steel or concrete structure for better
accessibility. Similarly it might be possible to drill an adjacent hole for instrumentation
purposes.
The preparation towards buffer demonstrations in ONKALO will be made on step by
step. The steps include three phases:
-

Test phase 1

-

Test phase 2

-

Demonstation phase.

When planning the test phase 1 is it important to clarify the representativeness of this
solution if some theoretical or practical estimates are done based on the test results.
Based on the experience gained from the test phase 1 tests it is natural to go forward to
the full scale tests. The results of full scale tests, test phase 2 are available during or
after the licence acceptance process.
Test phase 1 will include the testing of ⅓– ½ -scale buffer. The location of the test
could be in some ONKALO niche or at Äspö or somewhere else outside of ONKALO.
The test will give information about emplacement, instrumentation and early phase
processes in the buffer. Early phase processes include the effect of watering, piping,
erosion, spalling, distribution of heat, distribution of density, swelling and buffer
uplifting. With the help of this test is it easier to proceed to full scale demonstration.
Test phase 2 will include emplacement of full scale buffer in ONKALO. The test will
give information about buffer behavior in real underground conditions. The initial state
and processes in a fairly short period will be the main interest. In addition, the tests will
focus on interface between the buffer and backfill. The backfill will be substituted by
artificial backfill above the deposition hole. Thus, it is possible to concentrate on buffer
properties without the effect of backfill.
Demonstration phase: Emplacement of full scale test with buffer and backfill in
ONKALO. The test will give information of interaction between buffer and backfill and
other EBS components and more information on the performance of buffer in the whole
system.
Planned buffer tests and demonstrations are described in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2. Buffer tests toward demonstrations in ONKALO.
Phase

Test
component

Purpose

Location

Test area
needs

Schedule

Theme for the
tests, comments

Test
phase
1

Emplacement
of 1/3 – 1/2 scale buffer

Emplacement
practices.
Behaviour of
buffer. Testing
of instrumentation

ONKALO
/ Äspö /
elsewhere
in underground
conditions

2 holes,
wet and
dry,
diameter
600 – 900
mm, depth
4m

2010

Emplacement
practices. Buffer
properties: effect of
watering, piping,
erosion, spalling,
distribution of heat,
distribution of
density, swelling,
buffer uplifting.
Function of
instrumentation.

1

Preparation of
deposition
hole

Equipment,
methods,
practices

2010

1

Preparation of
the bottom of
deposition
hole

Equipment,
methods,
practices

2010

1

Installation of
bottom blocks

Equipment,
methods,
practices

2010

1

Installation of
side blocks

Equipment,
methods,
practices

2010

1

Installation of
artificial
canister

Equipment,
methods,
practices

2010

1

Installation of
top blocks

Equipment,
methods,
practices

2010

1

The filling of
gap between
the blocks and
deposition
hole

Equipment,
methods,
practices

2010

1

Preparation of
the top of
deposition
hole

Equipment,
methods,
practices

2010

Test
phase
2

Test
component:
Emplacement
of full scale
buffer

Purpose:
Initial state
and
performance
of full scale
buffer.
Practices

Location:
ONKALO

Wetting test in dry
hole

Test area
needs :

Sched
ule:

Theme for the tests,
comments :

2 - 3 holes,
10 m
distance of
holes

2012

Buffer properties
and reactions and to
be tested: effect of
watering, piping,
erosion, spalling,
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distribution of heat,
distribution of density, swelling,
buffer uplifting,
testing of interface
between the buffer
and backfill.
2

Preparation of
deposition
hole

Equipment,
methods,
practices,
QA/QC

2012

2

Preparation
the bottom of
the hole

Equipment,
methods,
practices,
QA/QC

2012

2

Installation of
bottom blocks

Equipment,
methods,
practices,
QA/QC

2012

2

Installation of
side blocks

Equipment,
methods,
practices,
QA/QC

2012

2

Installation of
artificial
canister

Equipment,
methods,
practices,
QA/QC

2012

2

Installation of
top blocks

Equipment,
methods,
practices,
QA/QC

2012

2

The filling of
gap between
the blocks and
rock

Equipment,
methods,
practices,
QA/QC

2012

2

Preparation of
the top of
deposition
hole

Equipment,
methods,
practices,.
QA/QC

2012

Demo
phase

Test
component:

Purpose:

Location:

Monito-ring of
repository

ONKALO

Emplacement
of buffer and
backfill

Test area
needs :2 3 holes,
10m
distance of
holes, 35m
lenght of
tunnel,
30m tunnel
for holes
and
instrument
ation.

Sched
ule:

Theme for the tests,
comments:

20142015

Interaction between
buffer and backfill
and other EBS
components.
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7

BACKFILL HANDLING AND EARLY PERFORMANCE

7.1

Objectives

The backfill will be tested component by component in increasingly larger scale during
the development phase. The parts of the backfill design will be demonstrated in
ONKALO or in other suitable place depending on which site-specific properties will be
tested. Before 2012 the work is concentrated on development and testing prior selection
of the backfill design. Before 2018 the selected design will be demonstrated in an
underground facility. This report does not include the test run in 2018-2019. Part of the
tests and demonstrations requires long-term test setup, where the test will be initiated
before the beginning of operations starts and continues in parallel with the operational
phase. The reasons to implement the test at ONKALO is to study the site-specific
issues, gain experience with the methods before carrying out demonstrations with site
personnel.
Olkiluoto site-specific properties related to the backfill have been identified as follows:
-

salinity of the groundwater at the site and the influence of salt to the backfill
behaviour;

-

hydrostatic pressure which is around 4 MPa at the disposal depth;

-

excavation geometry; dimensions and roughness of rock surfaces;

-

induced EDZ and possible effects of supporting and reinforcing actions;

-

inflow of water from the rock to the open tunnel;

-

moisture conditions in the rock rooms, which might influence to the handling
and storage of materials and

-

saturation process, which depends on the above-mentioned properties, causing
the post emplacement state of the tunnel backfill.

The constraints mentioned above can be partly simulated in testing. In rock conditions
there are always heterogeneity and it is difficult to evaluate if one section of the tunnel
is representative for the whole repository volume planned. Therefore much of the
testing will be conducted in simulated conditions where the influence of the abovementioned items will be studied in a controlled way. Simulated conditions are mainly
suitable for short-term testing of an emplacement related issue and can be done in some
manner in above-surface facilities. Functional properties of backfill like support to the
rock, support to the buffer, chemical interactions between the components in the EBS
system and the mass transport through the backfill will be tested in the laboratory
conditions and by theoretical modelling, which also allows long-term analysis.
Verification of the test results still requires that the planned initial state for the backfill
can be constructed. This will be demonstrated in real conditions, but will be planned at
the earliest in 2013. Before that phase different components will be tested in sitespecific conditions. This requires different types of demonstration facilities.
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In the chapters below the needs for different type of tests and demonstrations for the
backfill are described to demonstrate the feasibility of reaching the initial state.
The testing and demonstrations are divided in following categories:
-

Design- and optimisation-related tests

-

Emplacement-related tests

-

Early evolution period related tests.

The fabrication will not be directly demonstrated in ONKALO, but the tests and
demonstrations need fabricated components, so this part will also be demonstrated. The
temperate and glacial phases are not targeted in the ONKALO demonstrations. This
type of testing will be mainly done in the laboratory and perhaps in form of in situ
testing in underground conditions.

7.2

Backfill materials and defining backfilling degree

Three different materials with different clay content have been considered for backfill
blocks. The material seems to behave differently regarding processes like piping,
erosion and self sealing. The pure clay material has more self-sealing ability but they
also are more sensitive to channel formation and subsequent erosion during
emplacement. The mixtures have more cohesion to resist the piping and erosion but the
structure of the material also has more weak self-sealing ability and initial hydraulic
conductivity is higher compared to the clays. These processes are time dependent. The
most important part is the initial state and verification that the planned initial state will
be achieved. Also of concern are processes which might take a place in future (e.g.
freezing) - due to the climate variation on surface and the possible influence to the
repository conditions.
The above-mentioned properties have been tested at laboratory scale with saline water
in order to select proper material for backfill blocks. The space between the blocks and
the rock walls will be filled with bentonite pellets. The behaviour of pellets depends on
the size and form, water content, thickness of pellet layer etc.
There are two main items which influence the backfilling degree with the blocks:
1. The first is related to the required backfill performance from the long-term
safety point of view.
2. Secondly, the consideration what is achievable in the typical deposition tunnel
will limit the block filling degree.
When the actual backfilling degree has been selected based on theory it will be
demonstrated in real conditions. Following items should be targeted:
-

Amount of inflow

-

Hydrostatic pressure and its influence on the behaviour of block and pellet
combination
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-

Flow pathways in real tunnel

-

Handling of water in backfilling front

-

Stability of backfilled front during interruption in tunnel backfill

-

Behaviour of air (from groundwater and trapped by backfill).

The above-mentioned items will be tested in small-scale in simulated conditions. Smallscale emplacement tests, where the tunnel has been excavated with requirements set for
the deposition tunnel is desired. Creation of hydrostatic pressure, the role of air and
chemistry in the deposition tunnels also demands testing in the real conditions. This
type of testing could be done at Äspö or in ONKALO. Advantage to make the testing in
ONKALO is to observe the development needs and training the personnel. Testing
should be done before the construction license application will be left in, so the proper
years are 2010 and 2011. The need for the test location is one niche with a length of test
area of at least 5-10 meters. To perform the test work without disturbing the
construction of ONKALO the length of the niche should be doubled.
Based on these studies combined with theoretical considerations the backfill
emplacement demonstration will be planned to give the background for large scale tests
and demonstrations in the real conditions, see Chapter 7.7.

7.3

Manufacturing of selected backfill materials

According to the reference concept the backfill components consist of blocks and
pellets. Pellets are commercially available materials and the main challenges relate to
the quality assurance of acquisition of the final product. Blocks with maximum size of
800 x 600 x 500 mm can be manufactured (Gunnarsson et al. 2006), but the size will be
optimized later. The current development plan is to manufacture smaller blocks, which
can be compiled to the modules. Compilation of block modules with transportation and
storage can be tested above surface. The blocks and pellets will be manufactured for
different purposes but also for testing and demonstration. The amount of materials
needed for backfill tests is estimated very roughly in Table 7-1. The extent of tests will
be decided later.
Table 7-1. Estimated amount of backfill materials needed for tests and demonstrations.
Material

Year 2009

Year
2012

Block m3

36

250

1500

Pellet m3

6

40

250

material 4

30

150

Floor
m3

2010- Year 2013-2018
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Selection of the manufacturing method will be kept open and during 2016 it will be
finally decided whether Posiva will manufacture all material itself or purchase them.
Testing and demonstration of the manufacturing is not within the scope of this report.

7.4

Emplacement of backfill

The development of the emplacement methods for the backfill components can be done
together with SKB. Before the construction license application it should be shown that
the emplacement is possible in a tunnel which has similar conditions as the deposition
tunnel. The testing in the real conditions is not necessary, but it would be good to utilise
test tunnel excavated with the real requirements. The test sections may have a length of
one disposal section, which is around 10 meters and consist of two-three excavation
rounds. Testing the emplacement procedure also gives indication on the installation
vehicles and the development work needed for the prototype equipment.
The amount and extent of tests have not been decided yet, but some estimation on the
time and recourses needed can be outlined. With preliminary equipment the
emplacement of different components will be tested on the ground surface and some
specific parts also underground during 2010 and 2011. The requirement for the tunnel
length is 20 meters, of which half of the length is excavated in a similar way as the
deposition tunnel. The depth of the tunnel location will not be the same as at the
disposal level. One test with preparation of the tunnel, testing of initial state and
disassembling of the test will take approximately 1.5 month. The emplacement testing
for the floor and pellets takes totally one year if three similar tests will be made. Testing
of block assembling and the clearance between block modules can be tested above
surface. More data will be received if the block modules will be emplaced on the
uneven floor producing some realistic data on backfill degree achievement. Testing the
block emplacement takes approximately half a year. The alternative methods for
emplacement of pellets like shotclay spraying is one option and the same tunnel can be
used for preliminary testing and the time needed is half a year. Testing will occupy one
piece of the tunnel for one year or two, but it is still possible to combine the test area
with other investigations like EDZ studies or related ones.
After preliminary testing there is time reserved to prepare the reporting for the
construction licence application and describe the experiences on QA/QC procedures and
development needs for the emplacement equipments This work guide the selection on
final reference design to be used for licence application.
Next phase of demonstrations is the development of prototype equipment. It will initiate
immediately 2012 and readiness for tests with the prototype equipment is ready to start
during 2014. One year (2012) is reserved for designing the equipment and another year
(2013) for the construction of the equipment.
The test section should include all components, which are floor, blocks and pellets done
in realistic conditions. So far the tests represent the creation of initial state but also the
operational occurrences will be taken into account and that is one target in the prototype
equipment testing. One test takes one month to install, one month to operate and two
months to disassembly. Two tests are needed for normal operation and another two tests
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for operational occurrences, but they can be done in the same tunnel sequentially.
Parallel testing above surface is needed to contribute the results. Totally the testing
period takes 16 months.
Operational occurrences or interruption in backfilling may cause undesired
consequences, like
-

handling of inflow to the tunnel

-

increase of erosion (due the piping)

-

need for temporary plug.

Inflowing water has two disadvantages. The first is related to the working conditions.
The inflow may also erode the clay block material. If these items cannot be handled
systematically there is a risk for undesired decrease of average density. Other
disadvantages of inflowing water, like changes in hydrogeochemistry etc. are not
handled here. Handling of inflowing water shall be practiced together with preliminary
field testing. EDZ might have some influence on the water inflow behavior. Testing
shall be done in small scale before the underground testing, which mainly verifies the
achieved results.

7.5

Long-term test on backfill behaviour together with other EBS
components

All the EBS components will interact with each other. Before the construction licence
application these interfaces will be tested in laboratory conditions and in small scale
testing. Some preliminary testing in simulated conditions is needed and planning of
those tests will be initiated in 2009. The tests will be implemented in 2010-2011. The
purpose of the testing is to produce data for designing the initial state. The verification
of the tests in the field conditions will be done in 2013 scaled down to the ¼ scale.
These types of tests could be implemented in a mini tunnel below surface, but not
necessarily in ONKALO.
At the Äspö laboratory the disassembling of the Prototype Repository will occur in two
stages. The outer part of the tunnel will be opened in the beginning of the next decade.
This will give valuable information on the EBS behaviour.
The reference design of canister, buffer and backfill will be demonstrated in so called
Dummy repository-project. The project will be initiated in 2013 with planning phase,
the construction of the deposition tunnel with deposition holes occurs 2014 and
emplacement of the EBS components will be ready in 2015 and the test starts to run in
2016. This Dummy repository will give information on the saturation process and verify
the results from all other tests between 2010-2015. The main goal is to show that the
EBS evolves as expected. Monitoring activities are in key issue in the Dummy
repository project and it will be developed and practiced in different tests described in
Chapter 7.4.
The Dummy repository requires a tunnel with a length of 100 metres and will continue
over the test run period and implementation of operational period. The Dummy
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repository will be dismantled around 2030. The Dummy repository area should be
located separated from the disposal area in order to allow good access and possibility to
follow the early evolution of the EBS system.

7.6

Instrumentation and monitoring

Based on the preliminary estimations the backfill may tolerate a point inflow to the
tunnel 0.25 l/min without significant erosion and piping. The whole deposition tunnel
might withstand a water flow below 2.5 l/min, which gives an average inflow <1
l/min/100 m. The ventilation in the tunnel may cause disperse in the flow with
inaccurate estimation of the real inflow. It is necessary to know be known how the
water will distribute in the backfill materials and how the saturation process will
continue during and after emplacement of the whole tunnel. This can be measured by
different type of pressure gauges and measuring the distribution of water in the backfill.
In small-scale the earth pressure and electrical resistivity have been measured in order
to give information on water distribution after emplacement and saturation process.
Different type of monitoring methods should be developed to follow the test behaviour
and give quantitative information on the backfill behaviour.
The performance of the backfill is mainly ensured if the safety margins for the materials
will be fulfilled in the initial state conditions and the processes like piping and erosion
do not change the conditions significantly. Therefore the weighing the proportions of
the different backfill components with good knowledge of actual dimensions in the
deposition tunnels is very important.
The balance between the inflow and outflow of water in the backfill front is not always
easy to measure. Further research is needed in order to understand the processes. Piping
and erosion also needs verification and measuring actions to observe the amount of
eroded material.

7.7

Test location

The backfill-related tests and demonstrations are proposed to be performed underground
in ONKALO or at the Äspö HRL as indicated in Table 7-2.
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Table 7-2. Proposal for test locations needed for backfill related testing or combined
testing. Design and optimisation related tests belong to the category 1; Emplacement
related tests belong to the category 2 and early evolution period related tests belong to
the category 3.
Test

Test component

Purpose of Location
testing

Needs

Schedule

Comments

1

Emplacement of
backfill blocks

Verification
that Initial
state is
reached

ONKALO
/Äspö

10 m of
tunnel

2011

To select
the proper
method for
licensing

1

Emplacement of
floor

Verification
that Initial
state is
reached

ONKALO
ex. inv.
niche/
Äspö

10 m of
tunnel

2010 or
2011

1

Emplacement of
pellets

Verification
that Initial
state is
reached

ONKALO
ex. inv.
niche/
Äspö

10 m of
tunnel

2010 or
2011

2

Emplacement of
backfill blocks
with selected
methods

Equipment
and QA/QC

ONKALO

Backfill
demonstration
tunnel
(20 m of
tunnel)

2014-2015 With
prototype
equipments

2

Emplacement of
pellets

Equipment
and QA/QC

ONKALO

Backfill
demonstration
tunnel
(20 m of
tunnel)

2014-2015 With
prototype
equipments

2

Emplacement of
floor

Equipment
and QA/QC

ONKALO

Backfill
demonstration
tunnel
(20 m of
tunnel)

2014-2015 With
prototype
equipments
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Test

Test component

2
and
3

Emplacement of
whole backfill
with plug

1

Interaction
between backfill
and buffer

3

Dummy
repository

Purpose of Location
testing

Needs

Schedule

Comments

ONKALO

Backfill
demonstration
tunnel
(20 m of
tunnel)

2015

With or
without
buffer

Mechanical
interaction

ONKALO

Small
scale
testing in
underground
conditions

2013

To test the
interface
between
EBS
components

System
performance of
the
repository,
with
monitoring
activities

ONKALO

Tunnel
with 100
meters
(easy
access
even after
2020)

2016-2030

In case ONKALO serves as the main place for testing the following area should be
reserved:
A tunnel with a length of 20 meter, excavated with deposition tunnel requirements,
would offer a good opportunity for testing. The depth is not a key issue, a good access
with a hoist and trucks are desired. The tunnel should be ready in beginning of 2010. An
investigation niche or extension of the niche might be suitable. Water supply, electricity
and lighting are needed. It is possible that the backfill testing might interrupt or
contaminate other investigations.
A tunnel with a length of 40-50 meters is needed for testing the interaction between the
EBS components before the Dummy repository project. This tunnel might also be used
for other test purposes like EDZ etc. The tunnel should be ready excavated at the end of
2012.
A tunnel with a length of 100 meter is needed for the Dummy repository. Construction
of the tunnel should be able to be implemented in 2014 so that the emplacement could
start in 2015. The tunnel dimensions shall be the same as planned for the deposition
tunnels. The inflows to the tunnel should be as realistic as possible. Easy access is the
key issue and an area reserved also for monitoring activities. This tunnel shall be
located separately from the disposal area.
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8
8.1

CLOSURE OF REPOSITORY
Objectives

Closure of the repository consist of plugging and backfilling the central tunnels, access
routes and injurious boreholes. Worldwide experience on mine closure and construction
of different type of plugs etc. is available although there are no long-term safety
requirements associated with these installations. The available information will be
utilised when planning the design. So far the work is concentrated on plugging the
deposition tunnels and backfilling the central tunnels, while plans for closing of other
parts of the repository will be developed later, as these will remain open until the 22nd
century.

8.2

Closing of tunnels and shafts

The deposition tunnel plug has the important function of keeping the backfill in place.
The plug function applies during the period in which there are pressure difference
between the deposition tunnel and the central tunnel. The plug has to withstand the
hydrostatic pressure which is around 4 MPa at the disposal depth and the swelling
pressure from the backfill. Therefore the dimensioning pressure for plugs might be as
high as 7.5 MPa. After the plug design is completed the verification of the selected
design will be initiated. Plugging of the deposition tunnels has been demonstrated at the
Äspö HRL. Testing the plug materials and interaction between backfill and plug will be
done before operation of the repository will be initiated. The behaviour of selected plug
materials will be studied both in the laboratory and via modelling. Demonstration of
different plug types will not be done before 2012. The main idea is to follow
international experiences on plug construction both on the waste management
organisations and other type of constructions. The interactions between the different
type of materials like cement-bentonite is not in the scope of this programme and will
be treated within the BENTO Programme.
The construction of plugs will be tested at Äspö or in ONKALO in order to gain
experiences for demonstration the whole EBS system in the next decade. The following
should be take into account if the plug will be demonstrated in the ONKALO facility.
For the testing purpose one section of the tunnel excavated with the deposition tunnel
requirements is needed. The plug will be constructed so that one blind drift will be
plugged. Testing the pressure resistance can be done by feeding the jacking force
through the plug. In this way a parallel tunnel or access to behind the plug is not
necessarily needed. The tunnel length needed is around 30 meter for the plug
construction testing. The deposition tunnel plug will also be constructed as part of the
Dummy repository- project in 2015. Posiva will participate in the AECL project and
follow the plug construction in URL in Canada. This project will give information on
the plug construction in challenging conditions like in shafts. The main purpose of the
project is not related to long-term safety but to provide background data for selection of
proper materials.
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Backfilling the central tunnel or the access tunnel will not be demonstrated in large
scale due to the experiences available on in situ compaction of crushed rock /bentonite
mixtures.

8.3

Sealing of investigation boreholes

Sealing of investigation boreholes is an essential part of the overall closure of the
repository. The main objective is to prevent and mitigate all consequences to such levels
that the geological and hydrogeological environment of the repository site will retain its
original properties in terms of long-term safety. Posiva and SKB have jointly developed
different plug concepts as discussed in Chapter 2.6.2. The concepts need to be further
developed and demonstrated in order to get a sufficiently safe basis for certifying the
quality and predicting the long-term performance of the plugs.
The investigation boreholes drilled at Olkiluoto are scattered around the study area the
majority locating in the vicinity of ONKALO. In addition, several long characterisation
holes will be drilled underground. It is presumable that the boreholes have different
importance in terms of long-term safety, depending, for instance, on their location with
relation to the repository rooms and the predicted groundwater flow routes in the
bedrock. Therefore the requirements for the final sealing will differ, and hence, the
boreholes need to be divided into categories and developed a strategy for sealing them.
Posiva and SKB will continue their co-operation to develop an optimal sealing method
for various categories of investigation holes. The planned activities will cover both desk
studies and laboratory work and testing in the real environment both on the ground
surface and underground. As regards the in situ testing and demonstration underground
ONKALO provides a platform to develop a sealing system for long investigation
boreholes. Several 100-300 m long boreholes will be drilled from the research niches to
be excavated along the access tunnel between the levels of -300 and -400 m in order to
characterise the conditions of the potential host rock volumes. All these boreholes must
be properly sealed latest when finally closing the access tunnel. Before final sealing the
boreholes must be closed with temporary plugs to prevent groundwater flow into the
tunnel.
The characterisation boreholes will serve an opportunity to test and develop the sealing
techniques, e.g. for stabilising fractured sections with high permeability, which has
proved to be a necessary preparatory step before the proper plugging operation. On the
other hand, any test to be performed in the holes should not jeopardise the final sealing
operation or the geological environment, i.e. all materials and components installed in
the test holes must be able to take out. The final sealing can only be done after the
method planned to be used has been demonstrated to meet the long-term performance
criteria. This kind of sealing demonstration should be done in a borehole which will
later be excavated off, e.g. a pilot hole of the central tunnel or the deposition tunnel. A
basic rule for the disposal level is to avoid drilling of boreholes outside the planned
tunnel volume. Other possibility is to perform the demonstrations for instance at Äspö,
where similar conditions like high groundwater pressure are available, without any
restrictions due to future disposal activities compared to ONKALO.
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In 2009 Posiva and SKB will jointly design the testing and demonstration works to be
performed underground. In ONKALO some of the long characterisation holes can be
utilised, with certain limitations as mentioned above, for the sealing tests after
completing the investigations, and if not reserved for other purposes, as for long-term
monitoring. If any planned test would require a longer time period and subsequent
sampling to prove its performance, it is possible to drill a test hole (pilot hole) into the
prospective central tunnel or deposition tunnel and seal it by a plugging system
designed. If carried out sometime in 2010-2011 this would give close to five years time
before sampling by overcoring or blasting when starting the construction of the
repository around in 2014-2015. In addition, the pilot holes possibly drilled for the two
planned shafts not yet excavated would provide place for a plugging test (similar to test
in OL-KR24, see Chapter 2.6.2). Sampling and recording of the test would occur
underground before raise boring of the shafts.

8.4

Test location

The tunnel plug demonstration requires appr. 30 m long tunnel section excavated with
the deposition tunnel requirements, as described in Chapter 8.2 and could be performed
as part of the Dummy repository in ONKALO. The testing and demonstration of
borehole sealing methods will utilize the investigation boreholes which are drilled for
characterisation or other purposes, e.g. the boreholes to be drilled from the investigation
niches between the levels of -300 and -400 m. The tests can also be carried out at the
disposal level of -420 m if suitable locations are available, for instance a tunnel face
which will be excavated later in the proper construction phase of the repository. As
such, the activities for borehole sealing tests will not require any additional tunnel
excavation in ONKALO. Pilot holes, if drilled at the shaft locations will provide place
for sealing tests of the surface-based boreholes.
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9

INSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING

Posiva’s current monitoring programme (OMO) includes the monitoring investigations
of rock mechanics, hydrogeology, hydrogeochemistry, environment and foreign
materials during construction and operation of ONKALO at Olkiluoto, as described in
Chapter 2.7. Consequently the overall monitoring (related to the above mentioned
disciplines) of the demonstration facilities will be carried out within the existing
monitoring programme.
The tests and demonstrations related to the demonstration programme can be added to
complement the OMO programme if needed.
As the ONKALO in general, the demonstration facilities will in future be a part of the
nuclear waste repository and so they are already considered to be under the related
legislation.
The YVL Guide 5.6. (draft) sets following demands:
During the construction and operation of the nuclear waste repository there has to be a
research, testing and monitoring programme that ensures the applicability of the
constructed facilities to the final disposal of nuclear waste, determines the bedrock
characteristics that are important to the safety and ensures the long-term capacities of
the barriers.
This programme must include at least:
-

an explanation of the characteristics of the bedrock blocks designed for
construction

-

monitoring of the rock stress, movements and deformations of the bedrock
surrounding the disposal facilities

-

monitoring of the hydrogeology in the bedrock surrounding the disposal
facilities

-

monitoring of the hydrogeochemistry at the disposal site and

-

monitoring of the behaviour of the technical barriers.

The tests and demonstrations related to the technical barriers work as an excellent
rehearsal for the monitoring that will be needed in the future during the construction and
operation of the nuclear waste repository. When planning the tests and demonstrations
in all the areas of the demonstration programme the needs of the rehearsal for the longterm monitoring will be taken into account. Particularly, the investigation methods and
equipment that are used today have to be examined considering the forthcoming
expectations of the long-term monitoring and also taken into account the possibility and
need for inventing or developing new and innovative investigation methods and
equipment.
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Some of the tests and demonstrations related to the technical barriers can be selected to
be included into the long-term monitoring programme of Olkiluoto. In such a case a
new sub-area or discipline will be established to cover the investigations related to
technical barriers.
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10

PROPOSAL FOR TESTING AND DEMONSTRATION FACILITY IN
ONKALO

10.1 General
Testing and demonstration for the different activities presented above provide
appropriate facilities and conditions. These can be located in ONKALO or elsewhere
depending on whether the target is Olkiluoto-specific or generic by nature. In addition,
there are many other factors to be considered, like practicality, accessibility, availability
of existing facilities and services etc. when selecting the location for the tests and
demonstrations.
This chapter summarises the views presented in Chapters 3 to 8 for the location of the
tests and demonstrations and it also gives a proposal for the proper demonstration
facility to be constructed in ONKALO. In addition, the main requirements for the space,
e.g. geometry, size and other prerequisites, are indicated.

10.2 Facilities in ONKALO
10.2.1 Access tunnel

The access tunnel of ONKALO, including the investigation niches to be constructed
along the tunnel, provides a platform for testing, and preparation for demonstration of
different procedures related to, e.g. characterisation and rock construction. In fact, this
has already taken place from the very beginning of the ONKALO construction. In
addition, the lowest tunnel loop below -300 m level represents fairly well the bedrock
conditions of the whole repository volume. As regards the use of the access tunnel for
testing the following activities are proposed:
-

-

-

Rock characterisation
o

Testing of rock characterisation and classification procedure

o

Pilot borehole prior to tunnel excavation is desirable

o

Possibility to map the tunnel floor at certain locations

o

Location: access tunnel and investigation niches

Rock construction
o

Development and testing of methods for rock excavation with special
interest in EDZ, and rock sealing and rock support

o

Location: access tunnel and investigation niches

Buffer testing
o

Emplacement of buffer
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-

o

Preparation for full-scale demonstration at level -420 m

o

Potential location: investigation niche if two half-scale deposition holes
are available

Backfill testing
o

Emplacement of backfill blocks and pellets

o

Preparation for full-scale demonstration at level -420 m

o

Potential location: investigation niche, 10 m tunnel with even floor is
desirable.

Figure 10-1 shows the current plan for the investigation niches, where different in situ
studies will take place. The niches are planned for the combined needs of further
characterisation and demonstration. The plan for the characterisation work will be
presented in early 2009 (“below HZ20 plan”). The niche planned for the EDZ-studies at
chainage 3620 would be a potential site for the backfill tests. The niche designed for the
rock mechanical studies at chainage 3900 could be used for the buffer tests in the case
the large-scale holes to be bored there remain in stable condition enough.

Figure 10-1. Investigation niches between the levels -300…-400 m in the access tunnel
of ONKALO.

10.2.2 Repository level -420 m

The most central area for the site-specific testing and demonstration activities in fullscale will be focused at the planned repository level -420 m within the real bedrock
environment where the future disposal operations take place. The activities to be tested
and demonstrated are as follows:
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-

-

-

-

-

-

Rock characterisation
o

Demonstration of rock characterisation and classification process

o

Demonstration of determination process for Rock Suitability Criteria
(RSC) for selecting suitable location for canister hole

o

Required location: tunnel with a cross section of a real deposition tunnel
(appr. 12-14 m2), and a length of appr. 50 m, and with 3-5 full-scale
deposition holes (depth appr. 8.2 m, diameter 1.75 m); in addition a pilot
hole prior to tunnel excavation and one additional pilot hole (appr. 50 m
long) parallel with the tunnel at a distance of 30-40 m.

Rock construction
o

Demonstration of rock construction process (sealing, excavation, rock
support) of the deposition tunnel

o

Demonstration of boring of the deposition hole

o

Required construction: full-scale deposition tunnel and deposition hole or
holes

Canister handling
o

Demonstration of transport and emplacement of canister

o

Required location: full-scale deposition tunnel and deposition hole

Buffer handling and early performance
o

Testing and demonstration of emplacement and early performance of
buffer

o

Demonstration of interaction between buffer and backfill

o

Required location: 2-3 full-scale deposition holes in full-scale deposition
tunnel for two separate test phases, i.e. altogether 4-6 holes in two
tunnels

Backfill handling and early performance
o

Demonstration of emplacement of backfill blocks and pellets

o

Demonstration of interaction between backfill and buffer

o

Required location: full-scale deposition tunnel with minimum length of
20 m; if Dummy repository is constructed appr. 100 m long tunnel is
needed

Closure of repository
o

Demonstration of construction and performance of deposition tunnel plug
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o

Testing of borehole sealing

o

Required location: full-scale deposition tunnel for plug demonstration;
one pilot hole inside planned tunnel for borehole sealing

The needs for the space for the different activities described above give guidance for the
layout design. A common requirement for all the activities is to construct a
demonstration tunnel at the repository level -420 m by using the same dimensions
(orientation, height and width) and other construction specifications as planned for the
real deposition tunnel, and the full-scale deposition holes bored at the tunnel bottom.
One 50 m long tunnel with 5 deposition holes and another 30-40 m long tunnel with 2-3
holes would be satisfactory for the demonstrations presented. For the Dummy
repository extension of one of the tunnels up to 100 m would be required.
Figure 10-2 shows the current layout of the repository with ONKALO as a part of it.
The demonstration tunnels are presented in this layout, but only as indicative for the
room needed for this purpose, like in Figure 1-2, locating next to the technical rooms at
the level -437 m. As required in Chapter 2.2.1 the demonstration tunnels should exploit
the rooms to be constructed in any case for all it is worth. Based on this requirement
Figure 10-3 shows in principle how the demonstration facility (yellow) could be located
at the level -420 m as part of the ONKALO volume (green). Tunnel 1 is reserved for
long-term demonstration and testing, and Tunnel 2 can be used for testing until it
becomes a part of the access route to the first disposal panel. Pilot holes are drilled in
advance for the needs of RSC- and other tests, before excavating the tunnels.
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Figure 10-2. Layout of the Olkiluoto repository (Posiva 2008). Green color indicates
repository volume for existing plants or under construction. Blue and violet color
indicate potential enlargements. Grey/blue zones are bedrock structures.
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Figure 10-3. Potential demonstration facility (yellow) as part of the ONKALO volume
(green).

10.2.3 Other locations in ONKALO

In addition to the access tunnel and the proposed demonstration tunnel the technical and
auxiliary rooms to be constructed at the level -437 m will provide space for some
particular testing, e.g. for construction of tunnels with different orientations in relation
to the stress field or buffer tests (deposition hole required) or as a store area. These
rooms, including e.g. large parking and service halls, will be available for several years
until the proper repository construction is commenced.

10.3 Facilities outside ONKALO
The tests and demonstrations that are generic by nature do not need to be performed in
ONKALO, as development and testing of boring equipment for instance. They can be
carried out on the surface in Olkiluoto (or elsewhere in Finland), but also underground,
e.g. in the VLJ Repository or at the Äspö HRL. Potential locations outside ONKALO
for the different activities are e.g.
-

Olkiluoto
o

Ground surface
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Testing of deposition hole boring
Testing of buffer and canister emplacement
o

VLJ Repository
Testing of characterisation methodology for deposition holes

-

Äspö HRL, ground surface (bentonite laboratory) and underground
o

Testing of buffer and backfill emplacement including instrumentation

o

Testing of closure techniques, e.g. sealing of boreholes.

The locations will be finally determined when planning the tests and demonstrations in
more detail taking into account the logistic and other practical viewpoints, and also the
needs for co-operation between Posiva and SKB.
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11

TIME SCHEDULE

11.1 General
The time schedule for the proposed testing and demonstration activities is divided in
three main stages in accordance with Posiva’s licencing process for the repository, i.e.
as Phase 1 those to be performed before the construction licence application in 2012,
and as Phase 2 the tests and demonstrations carried out for preparation of
implementation of the repository before application of the operation licence in 2018,
and finally as Phase 3 the demonstrations to be conducted during the operation of the
repository. The activities planned for the three stages are briefly presented in the
following chapters and in Figure 11-1. More detailed plans for the time schedule for
some of the activities are already indicated in Chapters 3-8, e.g. for the buffer and
backfill tests in Tables 6-2 and 7-2.

Figure 11-1. Time schedule for the tests and demonstrations related to the other
activities for the repository development in Olkiluoto.
11.2 Phase 1: Tests and demonstrations in 2009-2012
The primary aim of the tests and demonstrations carried out prior to the application of
the construction licence is to evidence the ability to define and identify suitable rock
volumes for hosting the deposition tunnel and deposition holes and to show that these
can be implemented in the proper way as required and specified. This means that the
whole chain of activities: rock characterisation – engineering design - construction need
to be demonstrated and reported by the end of 2012. The procedures will be developed
and tested in the access tunnel and outside ONKALO, but the real full-scale
demonstration activities will take place at the repository level -420 m, where the proper
demonstration tunnel should be constructed in due time, preferably in 2010, including
boring of the deposition holes. As regards the canister, buffer, backfill and closure
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issues development and testing work will be performed both in the access tunnel and
outside ONKALO.

11.3 Phase 2: Tests and demonstrations 2013-2018
The tests and demonstrations will continue during 2013-2018 while the licence
application is being evaluated by the authorities and the construction of the repository is
ongoing before submission of the operation licence. The focus of the activities in
ONKALO is to demonstrate the performance of the different technical components of
the disposal system, e.g. transport and emplacement of canister, buffer, backfill and the
closure structures and their mutual interaction. For assessing thoroughly the
performance of the disposal system a Dummy repository might be required. It is also
evident that the rock characterisation procedure is being applied and refined when
constructing the repository rooms.

11.4 Phase 3: Test activities after 2018
The test activities after 2018 have not yet been defined, but it is evident that some of the
demonstration measures will be transferred to long-term monitoring and included in the
monitoring programme. In addition, the new decree of the Council of State (November
2008) orders that a research and monitoring programme needs to be prepared for the
operation phase of the repository in order to ensure the long-term performance of the
barriers. This programme will be developed later on the basis of the lessons learnt from
the previous demonstration stages.
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12

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main purpose of the testing and demonstration is to manifest the scientific and
technical maturity of the KBS-3 disposal system necessary to submit the license
application, first in 2012 for construction and later in 2018 for commissioning of the
disposal facility. The overall aim of the work is, along with other research activities, to
prove that the requirements set for disposal components can be met by the technology
presently available. Tentatively, there will be two main phases of testing and
demonstration with different topics to fulfil the licensing needs and even a third phase
for the test activities during the operation of the facility.
The plans presented in this report outline the needs for the tests and demonstrations and
provide a basis for more elaborate plans and the time schedule for their performance. As
many of the proposed actions in ONKALO are highly related to each other a careful
planning of timing and technical performance is required. A general starting point is to
use ONKALO only for the tests and demonstrations which really are connected to the
local conditions in situ and perform the preparative experiments and other more generic
tests outside, e.g. at Äspö in the frame of the Posiva/SKB co-operation. In addition, all
the spaces available in ONKALO or any other rooms to be built for the repository needs
can be utilised for the testing and demonstration purposes. The key requirements for the
facilities are that their dimensions are the same as planned for the real deposition tunnel
and deposition hole and that the bedrock conditions correspond with the real disposal
environment.
The tests and demonstrations to be performed before the license application in 2012 will
focus on the topics related to characterisation of the host rock and construction of
tunnels. The engineering design, although not emphasised in this report, between them
forms an important stage. The main goal is to demonstrate the ability for locating and
characterising (including investigation, interpretation, modeling and classification) of
suitable sites for the disposal tunnels and disposal holes and that the construction of
these can be done as required and specified. An essential goal also is that the process
from charcaterisation through design to construction is a fluent and a traceable process
and not too much time consuming. This requires developing of the working procedures
and co-ordination of the different sub-processes (characterisation, design and
construction). The interdependence and interfaces between them as well as the
procedures for managing feedback and changes need to be clearly described in the
detailed plans. Probably a special procedure like the Observational Design Method has
to be developed and applied for managing the changes in the design process.
The focus for the time period 2012-2018 will be to demonstrate the performance of the
different technical components of the disposal system e.g. transport and emplacement of
canister, buffer, backfill and the closing structures and their mutual interaction. Some
preparative tests of these EBS components will be carried out at the earlier stage.
Careful planning and co-ordination is also required to perform the demonstrations in a
flexible way. It is preferred to carry out the preparative tests as much as possible,
outside of or elsewhere in ONKALO, before launching them in the proper
demonstration facilities to be built at the disposal level.
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The time after 2018 will cover the trial and routine operation of the disposal facility and
the measures to prove the functionality of the barrier system will be planned later, partly
based on the experiences gained from the demonstrations performed.
All the testing and demonstration activities are subject to Posiva´s quality assurance
system implemented according to ISO 9001. The data collected will be stored in the
POTTI database. The quality control and data evaluation procedures will be applied to
analyse all the data with respect to bias and representativeness before being used. The
quality assurance procedures on experimental and modeling data will be used to
establish and maintain the traceability of information. This is important for tracing the
decisions made leading to the current status of activities and results. Transparency and
traceability are in general needed to achieve and maintain confidence in the overall
waste disposal programme.
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